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FOREWORD

Time

is

the strong destroyer,

Of most that Heaven sends,

And

cherished treasures daily

Draw

to their destined ends,

But youth

shall live forever

In the trusty grip of friends.

William Noel Hodgson
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DEDICATION

volume of the Tomahawk,
a newcomer to the Municipal UniThis

first

versity of

Omaha,

cated to President

is

fittingly

dedi-

Rowland Haynes,

whose leadership the past year has
been a forecast of the University's
progress.

ROWLAND HAYNES

THE UNIVERSITY

Actuated by the modern educational trend
stitutions of higher liberal, technical,

of population,

and by a sincere

in the direction of establishing in-

and professional training in the larger centers

civic pride

and devotion, a group

of representative

summer of 1908, into a Board of Trustees
movement for the founding of a non-sectarian,

citizens organized themselves, in the early

and began the active promotion of a

co-educational institution under such auspices as would conduce to the highest type
of intelligent

and

efficient citizenship.

This Board was incorporated as the University of Omaha on October 8, 1908,
and inaugurated its educational work on September 14, 1909, with an enrollment of

The

twenty-six students.

University, at the outstart, acquired the tract

known

as

"Old Redick Mansion," and erected on this
site two well-appointed buildings, the John Jacobs Memorial Gymnasium, given by
Mrs. M. O. Maul, and Joslyn Hall, presented by Mr. George A. Joslyn. In these
two commodious buildings a Collegiate Department was established with a well-rounded curriculum. The success of the enterprise vindicated the hopes and aims of its
the Redick Reserve, on which stood the

promoters until now more than 1,400 students are enrolled in

and summer

its regular,

In 1913, four years after

its

establishment, the University

was authorized by

the State Department of Education to grant First Grade Certificates.
time, the University has continued year

The Extension Department

by year

Since that

to add other educational features.

consisting of afternoon, night,

and Saturday morning

and has become a very important department and factor
the University organization.
The Department of Commerce and Business Ad-

classes,

in

extension,

sessions.

was created

ministration began

and

in 1918

its

work

in September,

1925, and has since kept an expanding

profitable contact with the industrial

and commercial

The demands upon

made during

the University

and the necessary standards
interested in the institution

of education involved such

and

its

interests of the city.

the

1920's

by eager students

a financial burden that those

continued value in the community conceived that

THE UNIVERSITY

its

perpetuity must be

made

through the organization of a Municipal

possible

To

University, financed from public funds.

passed a

bill in

1928 authorizing

of the establishment

Omaha on May

and maintenance

6, levied

cipal University of

cities of

this end, the Legislature of

Nebraska

the metropolitan class to vote on the question

and the people of
the support and development of the Muni-

of municipal universities,

a one-mill tax for

Omaha.

In compliance with the provisions of the statute a Board of Regents, composed

Omaha, was appointed by the Board of Education
The Board of Regents, however,
1, 1930.

of nine representative citizens of

of the city and inducted into office July

was enjoined from levying a tax

for the support of the

newly established

institution,

and the Municipal University of Omaha did not come into reality until January,
1931, when the State Supreme Court upheld the right of the Board to levy a tax for

The

the maintenance of the Municipal University.

Omaha

were then surrendered by

gents of the

its trustees

new Municipal University

of

properties of the University of

and were accepted by the Board of Re-

Omaha.

Dr. Daniel E. Jenkins was the able leader of the University for the
years ending in 1926.

Then

first

eighteen

followed Dr. Karl F. Wettstone and Mr. Earnest

W.

Emery in the presidency. During the year immediately preceding the opening of the
new municipal school, the University of Omaha was administered by Dr. W. Gilbert
James. Then the late Dr. William E. Sealock was called to the presidency from the
University of Nebraska.
Since the municipalization of the University of

exceeding courage has initiated a

new plan

Omaha

of instruction

the late Dr. Sealock with

and has done much

the University's prestige in the North Central Association.
G 1

structors were added to the faculty,

But Dr. Sealock's

library.

add to
in-

and over 20,000 volumes were added to the

greatest dream, that of a

University in a quiet neighborhood, was not realized

summer

to'

Twenty-seven new

new spacious campus for
when death took him in

the

the

of 1935.

And

thus the Municipal University of

dreams and aspirations
years pass.

of its founders

Omaha

has become a reality and the

and predecessors are being

fulfilled

as the

REGENTS

THE BOARD OF REGENTS
Officers of the

J.

Board

Chairman

E. Davidson

Frank T. B. Martin

Vice-Chairman

Col. George A. Skinner

Secretary

Edgar A. Baird

Treasurer

Hyrd

Stryker

Dr. Floyd

J.

Murray

Mrs. James E. Bednar
Alvin E. Johnson

H. A. Jacobberger

1 1 1
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JOSLYN HALL
Do you remember

the time

when you

timidly walked up the steps of Joslyn Hall,

stepped over the threshold and by such action discarded the late glory of the lordly
high school senior to become a green and worried college freshman? Do you remem-

when you madly dashed up the stairs of Joslyn Hall to make your eight o'clock
peaked
class, or skiddled nervously down the corridor to a dreaded final exam, or
ber

wistfully into the Registrar's office to see

marched

if

the grades were in, or determinedly

minor pecuniary matter, or sauntered
spring sun, or lazily viewed the bulletin board

in to the Bursar's office to settle a

out to the steps to bask in the

warm

And finally do you remember when you strolled out of the
for no special reason?
You
with
a diploma in one hand and a want ad in the other?
Hall
door of Joslyn
enjoyed doing those things, didn't you?

JACOBS' HALL

The scene
ious

W.

of

many

ingenious pledge dances, earnest student convocations, hilar-

A. A. activities, peppy intramural tournaments and thorough gymnastic train-

Hall has served

ing, Jacobs'

More than

a

gymnasium

as

its

purpose well in aiding the social

its

oval structure indicates,

it

life

of the campus.

has been the melting-pot

of the classes, the playground of adolescents, the auditorium of the school,
fertile center of

romances.

and the

SCIENCE HALL

Aspiring and perspiring pre-medic students can never forget the Science Hall.

At

least

an odoriferous image of acidic aromas

will linger long.

gaseous explosions, reasonable formulas with amazing results
pression on struggling chemists.
to

The

Broken beakers,

make

a

marked im-

finicky freshman in biology will also continue

shudder when the worms and the frogs and the rats revive in

his

mind, and

many

a conscientious math student might blushingly recall those unsolved problems

on the blackboard.

The symbol

tainly the most earnest

of zealous

and

lofty ambitions, this building

workhouse on the campus.

is

left

cer-

FACULTY BUILDINGS
Bedlam usually reigns in the Men's Faculty building, for it is here that the
Gateway Office is located; it is here that the male loafers lounge, and it is here that
The stairs with their friendly hollowed grooves
conferences are held continuously.
a ceaseless passing of feet which jovially climb to the upper regions to beard
a professor in his den and which often quite painfully lumbered back to the medley

have

felt

below.

A

noisy place, but a nice place.

Teas, luncheons, parties and club meetings characterize the
building.

A

visit to the

Dean

Women's Faculty

to get one's little difficulties straightened out, a snooze

on the studio couch to get one's visage smoothed out or a smack from the kitchen

cupboard
house.

to get one's

It is also a

tummy

filled

out are some of the familiar activities within the

convenient place to study or talk; and every co-ed has a

feeling around the heart when she thinks of the services
her.

this building has

warm

rendered

LEWIS

D.

CRENSHAW,

B.S.

Bursar

INEZ LORETTA CHESTNUT, M.A.
Librarian

JOHN BAKER,

B.S.

Physical Education

BENJAMIN BOYCE,

Ph.D.

English

MARTIN W. BUSH,

F.A.G.O.

Music

HENRY

COX, B.Mus.
Orchestra

RUTH DIAMOND,

M.A.
Physical Education

JAMES M. EARL,

Ph.D.

Mathematics

CHRISTOPHER

S.

ESPINOSA, Ph.D.

Spanish

LESLIE N. GARLOUGH,

Ph.D.

Biology

MILDRED

M. GEARHART, M.A.
English

GRACE GUNN,

M.A.

Mathematics

LYMAN

H. HARRIS, Ph.D.
History

C. L.

HARTMAN,

B.S.

Physical Education

DAYTON

E.

HECKMAN, MA.

Government

J.

W. JACKSON
Engineering

JEAN JARMIN,

B.A.

Dramatics

A.

M. JOHNSON,
English
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B.S.

LAURA

M. JOHNSON, M.A.
English

ELIZABETH KAHO,

B.Mus.

Music

GERTRUDE KINCAIDE,

M.A.

French

BERTHE KOCHE,

Ph.D.

Art

GLORIA KURTZ
Business Administration

WILLIAM

D.

MACLAY,

Ph.D.

Chemistry and Physics

R.

J.

MAXWELL,

M.A.

Spanish

WILFRED PAYNE,

Ph.D.

Philosophy

CAROL

PITTS, B.Mus.

Music

J. H. RHOADS, Ph.D.
Business Administration

HILDEGARD

R. STAUSS, M.A.
German

T. E.

SULLENGER,
Sociology

HE 19
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Ph.D.

LESLIE

O.

TAYLOR,

Ph.D.

Education

WILLIAM

H.

THOMPSON,

Ph.D.

Psychology

V. H.

VARTANIAN, M.A.
Religion

E.

DAYLE WALLACE,

Ph.D.

English

NELL WARD,

M.A.

Chemistry

PEARL WEBER,
Psychology

M.A.

FRANCES WOOD,

M.A.

Education

NOT PICTURED
NELL GILLARD
Music

JOHN W. KURTZ,

B.A.

Engineering

HARRY

L.

SEVERSON, M.A.

Economics
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^he desire for higher education among adults
V-/IN is made evident through the steadily increasing enI
rollment in the extension division of the University. From a registration of 516 for
the year 1931-32, the total has mounted to 1267 for the last year 1935-36 with the
|~"

K.

I

C* I

t INol

t/\

K.

I

Under the directorfor the past five years of 5398 registrations.
Mr. E. M. Hosman, the extension department has lived up to the true meanits name; for it has stretched out and enlarged by attracting a diversified

complete record
ship of

ing of

student body and by offering a great variety of courses.

One can

find in these night classes representatives of

tors, lawyers, graduates, day students, engineers, office

many
girls,

stratas of

Doc-

life.

public officers, house-

numerous people with other vocations mingle together; and their
motives for enrolling are also varied. Some come to meet graduation requirements;
Some come to become more efficient in their present
others, to begin college studies.

wives, laborers and

positions; others, to satisfy their cultural needs.

glance through the colored bulletins which offer special audit courses

A

perusal

careful

of

the

extension

catalogue

will

show that

for

of information this

every

and a

desire

or

department can

to gain a certain type
Audit courses have become increasingly popular as "refreshers" to keep
one abreast with the times and as cultural havens for one with leisure hours. Outstanding among these have been a course in book reviewing, given five times, by

whim

an individual

of

gratify

it.

Mrs. Mildred M. Gearhart, and Dr. V. H. Vartanian's fifty community Bible study
classes in Council Bluffs which have been given for fifteen years with over 5,000
enrolled.

W.

Other special audit courses of interest were Survey of the Humanities by Dr.
Payne and Dr. B. Boyce, World Politics by Dr. L. Harris, American Politics To-

day by Dr. E. Holt, Construction of Marionettes by Mr. P. Peterson and
Home Landscaping by Mr. Marshall. Courses in radio broadcasting and
graphy, given during the second semester of 1935-36 attracted

many courses similar
Day students who find conflicts in

In credited academic work,
school are offered.

time often avail themselves of these night

classes,

many

Practical
in photo-

students.

to those in the regular
their schedules or

day

work part

According to Mr. Hosman, about

thirty-three per cent of those receiving degrees each year

have taken work

in the

extension division.

To
number

facilitate those

of

Home

who cannot

attend either day or evening classes, a limited

Study courses are given.

In the past five years about 420 dif-

ferent courses were compiled to meet the demand.

have enrolled

in

19

Home Study

3 6

HAWK

courses.

Since September 1935, forty-six

Each department in the University offers courses in the extension division, and
the faculty is composed of members of the regular faculty and other teachers and
The complete faculty is as follows: Benjamin Boyce,
specialists living in Omaha.
Martin Bush, William Comstock, A. J. Foy Cross, Ehrma Donley, James Earl,
Herschel Elarth, C. S, Espinosa, L. N. Garlough, Mildred Gearhart, Harold Glass,
Paul Grummann, Grace Gunn,

Lyman

Harris,

Dorothy Hawley, Edgar Holt, E. M.

Hosman, J. W. Jackson, A. M. Johnson, L. M. Johnson, Harold Larson, Ann Liebst,
Maurice Marshall, R. J. Maxwell, J. F. McDermott, Evan Morris, Elmer Mortensen,
Oliver Nickum, Mary Parker, Wilfred Payne, Paul Peterson, Elizabeth Rainey,
Smith, LeRoy Smith, Ray Suber,
J. H. Rhoads, Vera Rigdon, Josephine Shively, Leon
T. E. Sullenger, L. O. Taylor, W. H. Thompson, Dorothy Thompson, V. H. Vartanian, A.

D. Wallace, Pearl Weber,

J.

M.

Weidenschilling, and C. E. White.

come under the direction of the extension division.
Characteristic of these sessions are the number of teachers who are working for more
education credits, the number of new faculty members who are often professors from
other schools and the number of regular students who are either catching up or

Summer

school sessions also

Again

getting ahead.

The number
Through

all

types of courses are offered to meet multifarious needs.

enrolled in the
its

many

summer

of 1935

was 380.

functions the extension department has truly become an in-

tegral part of the University.

Everett M. Hosman

TH

E

1

9

TOMAHA
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John Moucka, President

Maxine Steincamp, Secretary.

Dorothy Anderson, Vice-President

O P" k
CMI V«/ l\ O
I

and

feels that its

have participated

many changes
still

The

I

1936

class of

lege of graduating

past four years of college
in

many

take place.

hoping that that wish

is

both happy and proud of

its privi-

from the Municipal University of
life

have been well spent.

Its

Omaha

members

events for the advancement of the school, and have seen

The

class

may

be

has waited patiently for a new campus and

fulfilled soon.

It

is

has seen the school enter the

North Central Athletic Association. It has witnessed the adoption of Indian traditions and customs into the school life.
It has experienced the tragic death of our
late President, Dr. Sealock, to whose memory this class solemnly dedicates itself.
It is the first class

to

Rowland Haynes, and

graduate from the University under the presidency of Mr.

the second to spend

all

four years as students in the Municipal

University.

One of the outstanding accomplishments of the class is the publication of
The Tomahawk, the first yearbook since 1929. It is sincerely hoped

annual,

The Tomahawk

The
such

as,

finally

last

will establish a tradition

which

will

this

that

never be broken.

few weeks bring the senior's college career to a close with many events,

Ma-ie Day, Senior Day, the Junior-Senior banquet, Baccalaureate, and

culminate

in

Commencement, June

4.

THE 19 3 6
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ETHEL IRENE ADLER
Bachelor of Arts
Alpha Kappa Delta
(4)
Treasurer (4); German Club (1).

Gamma
(3,4),

Sigma

Pi

;

DOROTHY

ANDERSON

D.

Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration
Vice-president (3);
(1); Class Vice-president
(4); Feathers. (4), President; Business Administration Club (2); W. A. A. (2, 3);

Student Council

(3, 4),

Class Secretary

Who Among

Who's

Universities and

Students in American

Colleges (4).

OPAL

BETLACH

K.

Bachelor of Arts
Sigma Pi Phi

(1,

2,

W.

4);

3,

A. A. (4).

PATRICIA BUSH
Bachelor of Arts
Feathers (4)
Pan-Hellenic Council (3,4)
Sigma Tau Delta (4), Secretary.
;

JOSEPHINE CARROLL
Bachelor of Arts
Debate Squad (1, 2, 3, 4); International
Relations Club (3, 4); Liberal Club (1,
2); French Club (1, 2); Phi Alpha Theta
(4), President;

W.

ELAINE

A. A.

L.

(3, 4).

COULTER

Bachelor of Arts
Pan-Hellenic
(4)
(2,

;

Council

(2,

3,

Alpha Kappa Delta
3)

;

Orchesis

(2,

3,

4).

4)

(4)

;

;

Feathers
A. A.

W.

ALICE IRENE ERICKSON
Bachelor of Science in Education
Kearney State Teachers College; Choir
Faculty Women's Cash Prize (3).

(3,

4);

JUNE CAROLYN ERICKSON
Bachelor of Arts
Gateway (1); Sigma Tau Delta (4); International Relations Club (3, 4)
German
;

Club
(3,

(1, 2, 3, 4),

Secretary (4);

W.

A. A.

4).

GUSTAVE

F.

FAULKNER

Bachelor or Arts
St.
Raul's College, Concordia, Missouri;
International Relations Club (4); German

Club

(4),

President.

BETTY FELLMAN
Bachelor of Arts
Pan-Hellenic Council (4); Choir (1); Orchestra

(1).

ROSE FISHER
Bachelor of Arts
Feathers (4); Chemistry Club (1, 2); PreClub (1, 2) Gamma Pi Sigma (1, 2)

Med

;

German Club

(1, 2)

;

Annual

(4), Associate

Editor.

LOREN GAMMON
Bachelor of Arts
International Relations Club (4)
Annual
(4), Associate Editor; Football (2, 3, 4);
"O" Club (3, 4), Secretary (4).
;

THE 1936
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HORTENSE

L.

GEISLAR

Bachelor of Arts
Choir (2, 3) W. A.
Student Council (4)
A. (1, 2, 3, 4), President (4); Sigma Pi
Phi (2, 3, 4).
;

;

JANET GRAETZ
Bachelor of Arts
Choir
A.

4); Orchesis

(1, 2, 3,

(3,

W.

4);

A.

(4).

JOHN

J.

HADFIELD

Bachelor of Science
Chemistry Club
(3)

;

Gamma

Phi Omega

Pi

(1, 2, 3, 4),

Sigma

Vice-president

(1, 2, 3, 4)

;

Alpha

(2, 3, 4).

KENNETH

K.

HARGROVE

Bachelor of Science
Pan-Hellenic Council (3, 4), President (4)
Business Administration Club (2); Who's
Who Among Students in American Uni;

and Colleges (4); Cheer Leader

versities

(4)

.

HUBERT HINSHAW
Bachelor of Arts
International Relations Club
eral

Club

(3,

4)

;

Lib-

(3, 4).

MARIE CAROLYN HOOK
Bachelor of Arts
Club (3); Orchesis (2); May
Queen Attendant (2); Sigma Pi Phi (2,

German

3), President

THE 1936
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(2).

LYLE

HUNZEKER

D.

Bachelor of Arts
Park College, Parkville, Missouri; Peru
State Teachers College; Debate Squad (4)
;

Chemistry Club (4).

JIMMIE JAMES
Bachelor of Arts
Gateway
(2);
2,

(3),

Football

News

Editor;

(1,

3,

2,

4);

Liberal Club

"O" Club

(1,

3, 4).

SUSAN KEMPER
Bachelor of Arts
Student

Council

(4)

Sigma Tau Delta

(3).

ARTHUR

;

A-Mar-Da

(4)

;

W. KING

Bachelor of Arts
Debate Squad (1); Choir
(1,

2); Band
(3); Sigma Tau Delta (3, 4), Vice-president (4); German Club (1, 2), President
(2).

HOWARD

C.

KJARGAARD

Bachelor of Science
Alpha Phi Omega (1); Baseball

GEORGE

J.

(2).

KNIPPRATH

Bachelor of Arts
Gateway

(1,

2,

3,

Student Directory

4), Sports Editor

(4);

(4);
Liberal Club (4).

THE 1936
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EMELIA DANIELSEN KNOTT
Bachelor of Arts

FAYE LANE
Bachelor or Arts
Duchesne, Omaha, Nebraska; Pan-Hellenic
Council (3), Secretary; Gateway (2); Sigma Tau Delta (4); French Club (2); W.
A. A. (2, 3); Board of Student Publications

4),

(3,

Secretary

(4).

HENRY LAWRENCE LEVELS
Bachelor of Arts
College, Pine Bluff, ArChoir (2); Chemistry Club (2);
Pre-Med Club (2, 3); German Club (3);

Arkansas

State

kansas;

Basketball

3)

(2,

Track

;

(2).

ERVAL MAE McILVAINE
Bachelor of Arts
Sigma Tau Delta (3, 4), Treasurer (4);
French Club (4); Orchesis

(1,

2).

MINNETTE MEYERS
Bachelor of Science
Student
Council

Council
(2, 3)

;

(1,

W.

LUCILLE

3);

2,

A. A.

Pan-Hellenic

(1, 2, 3, 4).

MITCHELL

E.

Bachelor of Arts
Ma-ie Committee
Secretary
(3)
(3); French Club (1, 2); W. A. A. (1, 2,
D. A. R. History
Orchesis. (1, 2, 3)
3, 4)
Class

;

;

Prize (3).
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;

JOHN MOUCKA
Bachelor of Arts
Student Council (3, 4)
Class President
Pan-Hellenic Council
(4);
Ma-ie
(3);
Committee (2); Gateway (2); Business
Administration
Club
Who's Who
(2);
Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges (3, 4)
Board of Student
Publications (4); Cheer Leader (4).
;

;

VINCENT

NELSON

E.

Bachelor of Arts
Club (4)

International Relations
(4), Associate Editor.

;

Annual

LEO PEAREY
Bachelor of Arts
Ma-ie Committee (4)
Gateway
;

Annual
(1,
2,

3,

2,

3, 4)

Associate
4); Basketball

Editor;

(4),

;

"O" Club

(1,

(3,
2,

(3,

4)

;

Football

4); Track

(1,

3, 4).

BERNICE PERLMETER
Bachelor of Arts
Debate Squad
Delta

(3, 4)

;

Sigma Tau
(1, 2, 3, 4);
International Relations Club

French Club (1, 2), Treasurer (2)
(3, 4)
Phi Alpha Theta (4), Secretary; W. A. A.,
Who's Who Among Students in
(3, 4)
;

;

;

American Universities and Colleges
D. A. R. History Prize (3).

GORDON

F.

(4)

;

QUILLER

Bachelor of Arts
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska;
(2); Glee Club (1).

Band

IDA

MADONNA ROWLAND
Bachelor of Arts

Langston University, Langston, Oklahoma.
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ETHEL MAE SACHSE
Bachelor of Arts

MARY ALICE SIMPSON
Bachelor of Arts

DOROTHY SNYDER
Bachelor of Arts

MAXINE

K.

STEINCAMP

Bachelor of Arts
Student Council (1); Class Secretary (4);
Class Vice-president (3) W. A. A. (1, 2);
Golf Champion (1, 2); Barb Vice-president (1, 2); May Queen Attendant (1)
Cheer Leader (1,2, 3, 4).
;

VERNE

E.

SUNDERLAND

Bachelor of Arts
International Relations Club (3, 4)

;

Choir

(4).

KENNETH

O.

TURNER

Bachelor of Arts
Student

Council

(3,

4),

President

(4);

Ma-ie Committee (1, 3); Football (1, 2,
3, 4); "O" Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges.
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ANN TERESA ULRICH
Bachelor of Arts
Kearney

State

Teachers

State Teachers College;

pha Kappa Delta

(3, 4)

;

Wayne

College;

Choir

(2,

3); Al-

A-Mar-Da

(3, 4).

NOT PICTURED
CLYDE BERNEY
Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration

JACK CAMPBELL
Bachelor of Arts

RUTH EDWARDS
Bachelor of Arts

MARY

LOUISE GUY

Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration

WILLIAM HABERSTROH
Bachelor of Arts

CHARLES HOREJS
Bachelor of Arts

ESTHER KEEFER
Bachelor of Arts

VELMA KING

JAMES McCREARY
Bachelor of Arts

earl peters
Bachelor of Arts

FLORENCE POWER
Bachelor of Arts

LUMIR PTAK
Bachelor of Science
E.

W. SCEER

Bachelor of Arts

GRACE SCHOWENGERDT
Bachelor of Arts

ROLLAND SIGAFOOS
Bachelor of Science

CYRIL SMITH
Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Science in Business

INGLEETA SMITH

Administration

Bachelor of Science

HAROLD KORT

HOWARD SORENSEN

Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Science

LUCILLE LARSON

CLAYTON VALDER

Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Arts

Leslie McClelland

FLORENCE WALKER

Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Arts
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J urnor c ^ ass might adequately be called the "Introductory Class" for, it was the first class to enroll in the

made

University following the curriculum changes which were

in

1933 introducing

three general survey courses, the tutorial system, and new requirements for graduation.

As freshmen they were the most

active class on the

been almost exclusively productions of the Junior

adopted

last

year and the

first

campus and each year they

The Tomahawk have
The Indian tradition plan
Ma-ie Day and Homecoming

This year The Gateway and

have extended their activity.

class.

successful celebrations of

were made possible largely through the untiring

efforts

and

efficient

direction of

Virginia Lee Long.

In the realm of sports the juniors were well-represented on the varsity football,
basketball,

campus,

and track squads.

Julian Mcpherson

ever students congregate;

Individually the class

is in

Amy

demand
Rohacek

is

very well-known around the

for his versatile piano
is

arrangements wher-

the popular heroine of

many dramatic

productions; James Peterson and his "fiddle" are seen at every University gathering;

and Agneta Jensen, The Tomahawk

To

artist, is

the envy of the art department.

close a year filled with activity the class ably fulfilled their traditional

of entertaining the seniors at a banquet.

duty

This was accomplished under the direction

of the class piesident, Carson Rogers.
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Robert Anthes, Joseph Barker, Evelyn Betterton, Laura Buckland
June Corkin, Lillian Damask, Louis Diamantis, Ellen Forehead
Jesse Gamble, Ann Goodbinder, Bess Greer, MaryAnn Harrington
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Carl Baade

Donald Bean
Elizabeth Bostwick
Miriam Bradley
Bahngrell Brown

Raymond Brown
Martha Browning
Rose Chalupsky

Robert Lenhart
Harry McMillan
Julian McPherson
Axice Mehaffey
William Moose
LeRoy Olson
Fred Pechac
James Peterson

Frank Crawford
William Durand
Marcyle Hustin

Paul Peterson

Frances Fore

Don Rankin

Lowell Fouts

Ermagrace Reilly
WlLLA ROBEN
Parley Rogers
Lowell Rundlett

Cherrie Fuller
Robert Hadfield
Gladys Hall

Jane Haywad
David Himalstein
Elbert Hoisington

Amos Hull
Elizabeth Joiiannaber

Bennett Johnson
Noel King
Alina Knipprath

Thelma Kristenson

Mildred Peterson
Rosella Prall

Frances Savage
Glen Scudder

Ruth Slama
Norman Sorensen
Solomon Susman
Thomas Simeon
John Vogel
Troy Woerner
William Wurgler
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Dorothy Hanna, Secretary.

Wade Knapp, President

Katherine Davis, Vice-President

a
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I
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Having become thoroughly acclimated to
college life, the sophomore class delved into

reputation for themthe activities of the University and enthusiastically carved a
Individually and as a group,
selves as a peppy industrious group of "suffermores".
all

the

members have

ship,

distinguished themselves in athletics, dramatics, debating, scholar-

music and other

activities.

Football and basketball claim

many

second year students;

such as:

Melvin

Loder,
Boldenow, Royce Brown, John Donlon, Robert Flesher, Robert Frink, Morris
Interested in expressing their dramatic abilities are seen Ed Nell
Russell Riggins.
Vincent
Benson, Bernice Ecklund, Sylvan Frankel, Louise Riggs, Perry Rushlau, Jane
for
twoforensics,
toward
attracted
be
to
seem
also
and Dale Wolf. Sophomores
class.
year
second
the
from
thirds of last year's debate teams were
of
Promising young executives are prevalent, for the following are presidents
Bill Holland,
Anthes,
Theda
Minteer,
Betty
Byrn,
Muriel
various organizations:
and Frank Goos. As artists, Edward Dulacki with his violin and George DeNault

with his paint brush contribute to the fame of the class of
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Franklin Spangler, President

Harriet Salmon, Secretary

Janice Johnston, Vice-President

FRESHMEN
did not lack in the display of talent and enthusiasm
which

campus

activities

of interest in the election of class

men who went
that of

it made in the various
The freshmen began by showing a great deal
officers early in the fall.
The percentage of fresh-

during the year.

to the polls to cast their votes in the class elections

any other

was greater than

class.

The freshmen football and basketball teams, which were under the direction of
Coach Warren Howard and Coach Sed Hartman respectively, will serve as
a welcome
source of material for the varsity squads next
in their athletic activities, the

freshmen

girls

fall.

Not

to be

outdone by the boys

organized a basketball team which

the inter-class tournament, defeating each of their
opponents

won

by a wide margin.

The sororities called upon their freshmen pledges to enter the intra-mural debate
tourney and they were agreeably surprised to find that the freshmen
could deliver
their arguments with considerable ability.

The
day

their

tions,

Freshmen Day but they attempted to make every
day by actively participating in all the tournaments, contests, organiza-

class did not sponsor a

and celebrations throughout the school year. The upperclassmen are looking
work they have initiated on the campus.

to this year's class to carry on the
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Coach Howard, Bolte, Frink, Riggins, Brown, Loder, Donlon, Crawford, Dr. Thompson
Boldenow, Fletcher, Johnk, Gardner, N. Sorensen, Tyler, Coach Hartman
Coach Baker, King, Turner, Gammon, H. Sorensen, Pearey, Nelson, Anderson

[3 (~\ S~\
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The Cardinals' 1935

football

season

f \ Lwas a continuation of a trend which has
been in progress since Mr. Sed Hartman began directing the athletic activities at
the Municipal University of Omaha.
First, the policy of facing more formidable
teams each year was followed by tackling a tough nine game schedule which included
four North Central Conference teams, four Nebraska Intercollegiate
Athletic AssociaI

'

tion teams,

and one non-conference

affair.

Second, the habit of pushing through each

year's particular schedule in a creditable
its

second consecutive N.

of the

I.

manner was continued as the squad won
A. A. championship and bowed only to the three best teams

North Central organization.

The

addition of Johnny Baker, former All-American guard from Southern Caland since then head coach at Iowa Teachers College, to act as line coach
was undoubtedly one reason for the Cardinals' enviable record. Baker believes in
ifornia

teaching by demonstration, and few were the practice sessions
in which he didn't
fully as hard as the most determined aspirant to a regular
berth.

work
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Omaha

14

Morningside 0

shape
An early season affair found the Cardinals in good
North
the
of
member
a
physically and they made their debut as
Morningside College ot
Central Conference with a victory over
first half, Omaha waited for
the
in
scoreless
Held
Sioux City
they came, Loder and Pearey
the "breaks" and used them when
returns of punts by Tyler.
nice
after
over
each carrying the ball

Omaha

versity

Omaha

team on the

Ottawa

0

and by the placegalloped roughshod over the Ottawa Uni-

the line, via the air route,

Scoring through
kick method,

29

Their weight advantage nulli-

latter's field.

Tyler,
spirit, the visitors line led
fying the Ottawan's fighting
s toe contriBrown
while
touchdowns
to
Pearey, and Boldenow
yard line.
buted three points from the 20

Omaha
C

C

A

de"of

five

years standing was

19

Wayne

finally

6

broken when

Omaha

journeyed

Two of
break the long standing fe
overpowered the Wildcats to
to way^e
minutes of the game but Wayne
touchdowns came in the first four
he
second touchdown
and it was a real battle until Pearey's
scored after a fumbled punt
game.
of the evening cinched the

^d
Sird

Omaha

19

Kearney

0

consistently
Completing 12 of 16 passes and gaining
in danger
seldom
were
Omahans
the
through the line,
early minutes of the
the
in
threat
Antelope
lone
after the
raced 70 yards
game were turned aside and Boldenow
the ball over
carried
Pearey
pass.
with an intercepted
evenings
three
of his
from the 20 yard mark for the first
tallies.

31 Peru 0
Homecoming Day overcame

the

to hold football scores down,

and

Omaha
The

enthusiasm of

reputed power

of

muck

evening had something to
the all-school banquet in the
as Turner, Anderson,
show
the
stole
Reserves
celebrate
a substitute line,
behind
working
Donlon,
and
Nelson
A 78 yard sprint
quarter.
scored three times in the final
jaunt of any
longest
the
was
period
this
in
Anderson

by

Cardinal back during the season.
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COACH BAKER

Omaha

South Dakota University

6

13

Backed by a trainload of student supporters the Cardinals had everything they
needed at Vermillion except a defense against the Coyote spinner plays,
first,

but South Dakota came right back then broke the

Omaha

6

tie in

North Dakota State

Omaha

scored

the final period.

20

From the very beginning it was apparent that the final score depended upon
how many times Loder's toe could get the Cardinals out of a hole in one afternoon.
Snow and mud handicapped the Omaha passing attack their only hope against

—

the heavy Bison

line,

and

never functioned until the fourth quarter when three

it

tosses took the ball 65 yards,

Omaha

from where Pearey carried
6

it

over.

North Dakota University

14

North Dakota's reputedly powerful scoring machine was forced

Omaha

to the limit as

played their best defensive game of the year.

forward wall

in

stopping the visitors' running attack

Howard Sorensen
with Brown and the

led the
rest of

the hackfield soon halting those plays which sifted through.

Omaha

28

Chadron

0

The dream of years, to literally trample on a Chadron team, was realized as the
Cardinals outdowned them 24 to two and piled up over three hundred yards from
scrimmage and passing.

It

finish to the team's first

year

who
tral

was a soothing
in bigger

lotion after three defeats

and a glorious

time football.

As would be expected, a team with so impressive a record included a few players
received mention when all-conference selections were made.
In the North CenPearey's great plunging and passing assured him of recognition while Johnk's

dependable offensive and at times
place at center.

brilliant

In addition to these two, N.

defensive
I.

performance earned him a

A. A. selections including

Sorensen, tackle, Melvin Boldencw, end and Noel King, guard on the
with Brown, Loder, and Gardner named on the second eleven.

KING

Howard

first

team

H. SORENSEN
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n. sorensen, johnk, h. sorensen, pearey,

thompson

Coach Hartman, Anderson, Slump, Olson, Tyler

T 1^>
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A
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Although the 1936 Track Season comes too
included in this year's

Tomahawk,

late to

the return of every

be

mem-

ber of the 1935 squad and the addition of several promising performers from the

freshman squad indicate a successful year.
Last year's squad failed to account for any points in the Hastings and Drake
Relays but gave indication of power

Wayne

in

a quadrangular meet with Doane College,

Teacher's College, and Nebraska Wesleyan when Tyler,

Howard

Sorensen,

and Pearey scored most of the points which gave the Cardinals third place. A few
weeks later in a five-team meet with Wayne, Midland, Beuna Vista, and Morningside these three again contributed

most of the points toward the team's second place

standing.

Four

first

third place.

places in the

N.

I.

A. A. Conference meet on

These were Anderson's

tie for first in

May

18 gave

Omaha

the broad jump, and the victories

Howard Sorensen in the discus, and Tyler in the high hurdles.
won by Pearey, H. Sorensen, Tyler, N. Sorensen, Slump, and Olson.

of Pearey in the javelin,

Other places were

The North

Central Conference meet the following week found Pearey winning

the javelin, and Tyler the high hurdles in which Pearey placed second.

Other places
were won by Tyler and Pearey and H. Sorensen, Anderson, Slump, and Olson.
This year's team plans to concentrate on the N. C. A. C. Meet with possibly a
few meets in preparation.

T U

E
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KOZAK, BOLTE, BOLDENOW, COACH BAKER
Nelson, Baade, Johnk, Pearey, Brown

RAfl/TTDAl
D/\oI\C BALL,

coach a cnan ged lineu P> participation
experin a different conference, and the unusual
I
memories left to Omaha Uniience of losing most of the games— these will be the
versity Basketball fans by the 1935-36 season.

A new

'

I

It

was the

first

time in four seasons that the

trio of Patterson, Curtis,

and Wilk-

was a wide open
inson did not have three of the positions cinched, and the result
and Johnk held
scramble for starting berths which lasted the whole season. Baade
formerly
Nelson,
and
Pearey
with
and
year
previous
the
their starting positions from
playing.
the
of
most
did
Bolte
substitutes, and Brown, Boldencw, and
Realizing the

difficult

squad
task of trying to build a basketball team from such a
the
tried to substitute unrelenting drive for skill until

Coach Baker
Even at times when it seemed to have nothing else, the
latter could be developed.
attributable
squad did have speed and fire, and a large percentage of their points were

of football players
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the fast breaking style of offense employed.

Such methods naturally led to rough games
and numerous fouls. During the season one
hundred seventy-five were called on the Cardinals,

and they had about an equal number

committed against them since they received
two hundred ten
ure to cash

gift shots.

Incidentally, fail-

on these chances was costly

in

for

only one hundred seventeen were made.

The

schedule, consisting of twelve

North

Central Conference games and two> pre-conference

season

games with Wayne Normal

School marked the second season of basketball
competition in this conference.
the early series with

Wayne

After dividing

26-22 and 26-39

NELSON

the team lost three in a row to the University
of

North Dakota 26-42, North Dakota State 27-29, and again

versity 19-37.

Then

following the high

mark

of the season

to

North Dakota Uni-

when

Nelson's last

Bill

minute basket nosed out South Dakota University 34-33, and Morningside was defeated 31-25.

Five more losses were followed by a 34-21 victory over Iowa State

Teachers and an extra period defeat by Morningside 36-41.
Despite their record of three victories and nine losses and last place in the conference standings, the Cardinals placed

two men, Johnk, with

Baade with seventy-three points among the ten high
Conference.

and

eighty-five points

scorers of the

North Central

In total scoring for the season, however, Baade led Johnk by a bare

Brown was

third in the

eight points,

in

ninety-two.

list

with sixty-

percentage of free
of thirty-

Altogether the team scored four hun-

dred points.
the

and led

and

team

made with twenty-two out

throws
five.

ninety-five

points,

three

North Dakota University won
championship by winning

conference

twelve games and losing only one.
All

members

of

the squad will

next year except Nelson and Pearey.
dition of several

return

The

ad-

promising members of the

freshman squad and the additional strength
pearey

provided by Strobehn and Kersenbrock

who

joined this year in midseason give indication that next year's record will be better.
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FRESHMAN
FOOTBALL

One

of the chief concerns of both the coach

and the followers of athletic teams is for the material which will be available from which to build
next year's teams.

All the time their attention

current season but in
may appear to be focused upon what is happening during the
The coach probpotentialities.
with
occupied
reality a great deal of their thought is
however,
spectators,
by
observed
one
ably sees an entirely different game from the
he can
likewise
and
stands
to those in the
for no player appears as bad to him as
to the
faultless
"star" who appears
always see possibilities for improvement in the
stands.

The

and developing

task of recognizing

makes the position
Johnny Baker as line

this future material

an important one, so with the placing of
the freshmen.
coach, Warren Howard was put in charge of

of freshman coach

be so segregated, due to North Cencompete in scrimit was the first to be able to
tral Conference rules and likewise
pounds in weight
mage with the varsity on its own strength. Averaging about 180
squads of previous
a different appearance from the "featherweight"

The 1935 freshman squad was

the

first to

they presented

years.

own

In a game on their
poorly.
In conference competition the yearlings faired
freshmen they lost 20-6. Poor punting
field with the South Dakota University

and

failure of the line to

open any appreciable number of holes were chiefly

re-

sponsible for the defeat.

where they were
few weeks later these young Cards journeyed to Sioux City
first half in which neither
trounced 24-7 by the Morningside freshmen. After the
crumbled, and allowed two
to hold much advantage, the Omahans

A

team seemed
touchdowns and a safety

to

be scored.

varsity futures is rather
Attempting to pick freshman stars and predict bright
several of this year's freshman
uncertain, but nevertheless there is little doubt that
Kersenbrock, LaMantia,
Reiman,
Kulper,
recognition.
squad will eventually win

Harper, and

Mason

are likely to see considerable action.

kicker, and ball carrier
Kulper, a former Lincoln High player is a good passer,
Pearey will make Kulper's
and undoubtedly the pick of the group. The loss of Leo
and an able blocker.
kicker
good
a
also
is
Mason
services doubly appreciated.

Reiman and Harper, two Hawaiians have shown

considerable defensive ability.

The

valuable while Harper can give Johnk
former's pass-catching ability should prove

some

relief at center.
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BASKETBALL

Sed Hartman relinquished his position

as head coach of basketball to

John Baker, he

proceeded to use his experience

in the less

licized but nevertheless essential role of

pub-

freshman

basketball coach.

Like the varsity squad the squad boasted no surplus of good material, and
the varsity their record of

games won and

lost

was unimpressive.

Two games

like

with

Morningside composed the conference competition and both were dropped. Other
games were played as preliminaries to varsity games, with various commercial teams
as opponents.

The freshmen about broke even

in these five tilts.

Likely prospects for next year include Kersenbrock and Strohbehn

up

to the varsity at the beginning of the

who moved

second semester and Kulper, Gardner, Mid-

dlekauf, Pike, and Eyl.

I

kl

II

N
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naments—Inter-mural,

I

in

V-/

A
In#\|_
I

Inter-class,

and

The

early weeks of the second semester

saw a crowd-drawing

series of "inter" tour-

Under the

direction of Kenneth
Hargrove and Dexter Nygaard of the Pan-Hellenic council, the Intra-Mural tournament was the most extensive ever planned. It included a round robin of three

games each week between the

Inter-flat.

three fraternity teams

and three barb teams entered.

The Theta Phi Delta team went through

their schedule without defeat to win
Belau, Ryan, Rogers, Loder, and Keaton were the usual start-

the championship.
ing lineup.

A

by referee Leo Pearey was chiefly responsible
games from the spectators' point of view, for realizing the

liberal interpretation of the rules

for the popularity of the

lack of actual basketball talent, Mr. Pearey allowed such football tactics as did not
endanger life to be used— especially by the barb teams, Ramblers, Indians, and

Mohawks.

Belau, Rundlett, Ryan, and Riggins were the four leading scorers.

As soon
classes

With

as this affair was finished the players realigned themselves according to
and staged an Inter-class tournament which was won by the freshman team.

their obvious

advantage of a season's competition together they easily defeated

the Juniors and they

downed

the Seniors in the finals 36-33.

Varsity players had their chance to perform before the strictly local crowd

an

inter-flat

game showed rough

basketball as

it

should be played.

when

The team

of

Johnk, Pearey, Tyler and Co. defeated Gardner Bros., Bolte, and Boldenow, Inc.

The purpose
in athletics

of such contests is to allow a larger number than is usual to compete
and from that standpoint the games were a success since over seventy

entered the meets.
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Kenneth Turner, Lewis Leigh, Betty Majors, Dorothy Anderson, Royce Brown
Hortense Geislar, John Moucka, William Nelson, Amy Rohacek, Irene Tinkham

STUDENT
COUNCIL

With Kenneth Turner as
cil

The

By amending
for the

officers assisting

Coun-

were Lewis Leigh, vice-president; and

Betty Majors, secretary-treasurer.

of five seniors; four juniors,

committees

president, the Student

safely steered the school's activities throughout the year

The

council consists

and two sophomores.

the constitution of the Student Council, the appointment of the

two major events of the year, Homecoming and Ma-ie Day, was

placed in the hands of the council.

Approval of the amendments was given by the

students in a special forum.

As

the University's representatives in

Who's Who, the following were

selected:

Dorothy Anderson, Ellen Hartman, Bernice Perimeter, Kenneth Hargrove, John

Moucka, and Kenneth Turner.

The

council has also been considering the installation of an amplifier in the
:

gymnasium to stimulate the social life of the school. The surplus left from the last
Homecoming will be contributed toward the purchase. To demonstrate the amplifier
to the students, an

all

school dance, the Sweater Swing,

was held March

J

M

S

27.
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BAUM, FlNKELSTEIN, DAYTON

E.

HeCKMAN

Perlmeter, Hurlbut, Witkin, Carroll, Eggers, Goodbinder

nrnMr
^ DA C
\J
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year 1935-36 was launched
rrhe debate P ro § ram for
winter played havoc with
severe
the
but
with a full schedule,

the plans of the coach,

Dayton E. Heckman.

Those who participated

in debates with other schools

Lucille Hurlbut, Bernice Perimeter, Fannie Witkin,

Macy Baum and Hymen

Others in the debate squad were Eunice Eggers,

elstein.

were Josephine Carroll,
Fink-

Anna Goodbinder, and Lyle

Hunzeker.

"That Congress by a
question debated throughout the year was Resolved:
to override a decision of the Supreme
two-thirds majority vote shall have the power

The

Court declaring acts unconstitutional."

Teams were
College,

entered in tournaments at

and Hastings College.

A

team

Dana

College, Maryville State Teachers

also debated the student

body

of

South Dakota, Sioux City, Iowa,
College, but proposed trips to Vermillion,
because of hazardous weather conditions.
poria, Kansas, had to be canceled

An
Kappa

in the spring, and was
intramural forensic tournament was held

Psi Delta.
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Doane

and Em-

won by

Power, Shepherd, Boyce, Peterson, Reisser, Scholes, Otto
Ferlmeter, Eridckson, Winters, Coleman, Benson, Robertson, Lieben, Reynolds, Campbell
Hartman, Johnson, Phillips, McIlvaine, Rankin, King, Bush, Lane, Hurlbut

—

_
I

Sigma Tau Delta
With this as a motto,

/\
a

f\ II

,

\J

1

1

\/\

strives

to

Sincerety,

Truth and Design.

the national English fraternity

advance the study of the chief literary

masterpieces, encourage worthwhile reading, promote

a mastery of written expression, and foster a
of fellowship

among

spirit

students of the English language.

Kappa Gamma Chapter was founded in 1931 at the University of Omaha.
The meetings of the group this year included an address by Dr. A. Dayle Wallace on
"Horace Walpole and His Letters," a review of Old Jules by Mildred Morrison
Gearhart, and a series of round table discussions on original essays and poems of
members of the society. An award of ten dollars is made annually for the best literary composition submitted to the group and a small magazine,
is published each month by the chapter.

The

Little

Grub,

Officers for the year

were Irene Rankin, president; Arthur King, vice-president;
Zoe Patricia Bush, secretary; Erval McIlvaine, treasurer; and Dr. Benjamin Boyce,
sponsor.
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Day

Ma-ie
for

II"

Howard

A

Pk

day

of fun

eating, dancing,

and

and

pleasure, of sport

and play,

of

acting personifies the schedule for

true for this year's spring festival;
of 1935 and will undoubtedly hold
selected to plan the annual
Sorensen, last year's chairman, was again

holiday.
also
The committee, chosen by the Student Council,
Long,
Lee
Virginia
faculty sponsor; Leo Pearey, senior;

Lymen Harris,
Macy Baum, sopho-

includes Dr.
junior;

plans follow closely those of last year.
more" and Jane Cook, freshman. Proposed
It is hoped that
is Peony Park.
The date is Thursday, May 14 and the place
the unknown
course,
as a real out-door festival. Of
this Ma-ie Day can be celebrated
semors
outstanding
factor. Again the
quantity, old man weather, will be the deciding
morning
From ten in the
Attira will be crowned.
will be named, and the Princess
be taken
will frolic, and the last few hours will
until midnight, university students

up with dancing

to tunes played

by Jack Swanson's

orchestra.

the Ma-ie Day outing at Peony
Last year, the goal for selling 500 tickets for
The chilly,
as ticket chairman.
Park on May 16 was reached with Wade Knapp
enjoyed.
all other forms of sport were
rainy atmosphere prevented swimming, but
Attira
Princess
'35
as
Larson
"Archie"
Late in the afternoon, the crowning of Eleanor
Christensen,
Eileen
were
sororities,
Other candidates, nominated by the
took place
and Joan
Nana Davis, Kappa Psi Delta; Sue Kemper, Pi Omega Pi;
Psi;
Phi Delta
Reasoner, Gamma Sigma Omicron.

Those

seniors,

deemed outstanding because

of leadership in

some school

activity,

honored students were Eleanor Larson,
were named and given activity feathers. The
Howard Sorensen, WoodMary Rigg, Franklin Buxton, Lowell Curtis, Gene Hoover,
of Ma-ie
Wilkinson. Professor Hugh Orr, faculty sponsor

row Tietsort, and Marlin
Day, was also awarded an

activity feather.

Pass the Buck, was given. The
In the evening a three act musical comedy,
plans, was written by Martin Spekter
play a takeoff on the university and its Indian
Lee Long directed the show. The lead
ex '38 and Adolph Schneider, ex '36. Virginia
Harold Grau. The other actors in the cast
roles were played by Nana Davis and

Fnt-

Cunningham, Robert
George, Jane Vincent, Paul Brawner, Glen
as property men could be
Backstage
Leigh.
choff, Edward Kersenbrock and Lewis
Race.
Butler, George Knipprath and Robert

were

Myrna

found Duane

perfect day was culminated by a
In the good old college tradition, the end of a
dance at which the College Club Orchestra played.
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Homecoming

I

celebration sponsored

W

A

precedent for permanent Indian tra-

ditions

was successfully launched by the

by the Student Council on Friday, October

25,

1935.

The day was formally opened by the presentation of Elinor Johnson as the prinGarbed in an
cess chosen by the students to rule over all Homecoming activities.
Carson
Indian ceremonial gown and escorted by two braves, John Moucka and
Rogers, Elinor was. introduced by

pus early

in the

Hymen

The new

morning.

Finkelstein to the student rally on the cam-

princess

is

Omega

president of Pi

Pi sorority

and

pep organization, and Women's Athletic Associan active member
Other
fraternity.
She is also past vice-president of Sigma Pi Phi, education
ation.
Elaine
Psi;
Delta
Phi
Lehr,
candidates were Fay Lane, Sigma Chi Omicron; Gladys
Delta,; and Mary Ann HarCoulter, Gamma Sigma Omicron; Theda Anthes, Kappa Psi
dance could
Barbs. Only those who purchased tickets to the banquet and
of Feathers, girls

rington,'

vote for the princess.
parade,
Although a drizzling rain threatened to dampen exuberant spirits, a
in the
district
through the downtown
six blocks long, of floats and cars meandered
organization,
and every Greek
forenoon. The princess and braves led the procession,
decorated in true Indian
floats
in
followed
Gateway
The
and
the Barbs, the Feathers,

effigies on the downwith beribboned cars bringing up the rear. Slogans and
were promiscuously
day,
the
of
opponents
fall of the Peruvian Bobcats, the football
side of the truck's
each
on
prominent. With its two life-size Indian heads mounted
be remembered
long
will
stuffed bobcat, the Alpha Gamma Chi's float

style,

body and the

as the prizewinner.

Lewis Leigh was

in

charge of the parade.

the N.
In the afternoon, the enthusiastic rooters gathered at
ness the second victory of the football season.

Amid

S. S.

A. field to wit-

hilarious and hearty cheers,

the Cardinals skinned the Bobcats 31-0.

Back

to the

campus

in the evening, the students, alumni,

and the faculty attended
The main speaker of

guests were present.

Over 300
member of the Board of Regents. Macy Baum
Murray,
J.
President Rowland Haynes, representing
acted as toastmaster; other speakers were
speaking for the University of Omaha Alumni Asthe banquet in Jacobs' Hall.

the evening was Dr. Floyd

Reed Zimmerman,
and Ellen Hartman, junior

the faculty;

sociation;

Homecoming was concluded with
which Gordon

Quiller's

band played.
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vice-president.
at
a dance in Jacobs' Hall after the banquet
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of Student Publications.

A11 student publications

on the campus

Omaha

are authorized

the University of

The Board

is

composed

of three faculty

mem-

students, elected at large by the student body.
is

com-

for the best

news

which

The Gateway, weekly student newspaper; the Student Directory
are under the direct supervision
piled in the autumn of each year; and The Tomahawk
petitions submitted by the
from
Board
the
The staffs are selected by
of the Board.
character and exscholarship,
of
The Board makes its choice on a basis
students.
drawn up by
contracts
all
All policies adopted by the editorial staffs and
perience.
Board.
the business staffs are subject to the approval of the

An award

of five dollars

is

made each semester by

the

Board

the Gateway.

A

five

dollar prize

feature story and editorial appearing in
which
Lyle Hunzeker and Lewis Leigh for the name, The Tomahawk,
awarded
was
Dr.
comprising
committee
was selected in a contest sponsored by the Board. A
Kenneth
chairman;
Benjamin Boyce, head of the English department; Faye Lane,
president; and
Pan-Hel
Hargrove,
Kenneth
president;
Student Council
story,

Turner,

John Moucka, senior

class president, selected the

name.

by George Knipprath. He was
Gladys Hall and Francis Nelson.
assisted by Lois Medlock, George Threadgill,
and faculty, the Directory
In addition to the names and addresses of the students
campus and their officers.
the
on
organization
a list of the members of each

The 1935-1936 Student Directory was

edited

contained

were William D. Maclay,
Serving on the Board of Student Publications this year
A. Dayle Wallace and

Lyman H.

Harris,

faculty

members; and Faye Lane and

chairman of the Board,
John Moucka, student representatives. Dr. V. Royce West,
was appointed to the
Maclay
Dr.
was granted a year's leave and during his absence

Gateway this year,
Dr. Wallace served as editorial advisor of The
The Tomahawk staff was assisted by Dr.
the position formerly held by Dr. West.
Faye Lane, who has been student representative for the
Harris and Dr. Maclay.
past two years, is secretary of the Board.

chairmanship,

is
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Nelson, Gammon, Leigh, Lee
Fisher, Hartman, Pearey, Jensen
Hudson, Grenville, Wemmer, Johnson, Hurlbut,

THE TOMAHAWK
of the

Board of Student Publications.

The

Noe

The Tomahawk

is

the ultimate

realization of a long cherished

last

University of

dream

Omaha yearbook was

published in 1929. Interest among the students and the faculty in such a project has
waned during the intervening years but the Board did not give up the hope of eventually sponsoring a

yearbook

for the University.

selected a staff of fifteen students
spring.

The

staff

In December 1935 the Board met and

to

prepare a yearbook for publication in the

was handicapped by

limited funds and time, and the lack of pre-

cedents in style and theme that might be followed.

and they were persistent

was chosen.

A

Tomahawk was begun
theme, such as the

title

plan of the book was completed before the

title

that the people of
of interest

and so

whom

of the staff

in their efforts to interest the students in the

Actual work on The
the book

Most

yearbook.

months before the name for
would suggest, was not used as the
was decided upon. The staff felt

several

composed should be the yearbook's center
volume of The Tomahawk they have tried to present a

the University

in this first

had had no

were enthusiastic about the task they had undertaken

journalistic training but they

is

composite picture of the University, the faculty, the students and their activities.
For this reason the yearbook has not been devoted to the senior class as is customary
of

most college annuals.

volumes to be published

It is

hoped that The 1936 Tomahawk

in succeeding years at the University of

is

the

first

of

many

Omaha.
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The Gatewa y'

sisted

the official student pub-

which appears on the campus each

lication

Friday following the convocation period, owes
Ellen

John Pearson

Macy Baum

Ellen Hartman

its

success during the past year to

Hartman and John Pearson, juniors, who served
by a news staff of twenty students.

as editors

and who were

as-

the advisorship of Dr. William D. Maclay, chairman
Harris and A. Dayle
of the Board of Student Publication, and Dr. Lyman H.

The paper has been under

Wallace.
Business Manager

Macy Baum

carried on

throughout the year with the assistance of

the

advertising end of the paper

Sam Adams, Gerald

Gross and George

Baum also managed the circulation department of The Gateway, disThreadgill.
them out
tributing the papers to the students on the day of publication and sending
to subscribers.

During the year several six-page editions of The Gateway appeared. On April
paper, was circulated on the cam1 a humor edition, printed on orange and yellow
One
in each issue of the paper.
conducted
columns
pus. There were several regular
Other
column.
gossip
campus
of the most popular of these was The Keyhole, the
popular features of The Gateway were the caricatures of the faculty, drawn by Maxcolumn, It's
ine Sunderman; the weekly magazine review by Lloyd Lee; and a new
In

The

Cards, introduced this year and conducted by Leo Pearey.
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Hesler, Moore, Clark, Pearey

Nelson, Baum, Lee
Prall, Noe, Saltares, Knipprath, Jerome, Hartman, Witkin,

Wemmer

STAFF
Second Semester

First Semester

Ellen

Hartman

Editor

John Pearson
Francis Nelson

John Pearson

Managing Editor

Francis Nelson, Rosella Prall

News Editor

Ruth Wemmer, Margery
Noe, Milton Moore

George Knipprath

Sports Editor

Francis Hesler

Feature Editor

Lloyd Lee

Business Manager

Macy Baum
Assistants

Sam Adams,

Gerald Gross, George Threadgill
Reporters

Frank Glasberger, James Moise, Harold Clark, Rosella
Irene Tinkham, Fannie Witkin,

Elbert Hoisington,

Prall,

Helen

Saltares,

Charles Jerome, Leo Pearey,

Richard Altman and George Knipprath.
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hlldebrand, flnkelstein, smith, valder
Nelson, Kummer, McCxtllouch, Goos, Kline
Olson, Stanclifee, Lehmer, Harb, Marrs

Faulkner, Youngstrom, Hartman, Zitnik, McPherson, King Lee
Kinsey, Taylor, Miss Hildegard Stauss, Mickna, Clark, Hollier, Faulk, Savage, Erickson
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f
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interest in the life

German Club.

United in their study of the language

j

and culture

and

of the

Miss Hildegard Stauss

of

literature

Germany, the students

German people through the activities
and Dr. V. Royce West sponsor the

organization.

Mr. Karl A. Klein,
meeting of the group

journalist

in October.

from Dortmund, Germany, addressed the first
Moving pictures of winter sports of Garmisch-

Germany were shown at the Club's Christmas party.
students of German in the local high schools was held

Partenkirchen and a trip through

A

declamatory contest for

April 17 at the University under the auspices of the Club.

A

banquet at the

Omaha Musik

Verein, at which

German Consul Val

J.

Peter

the group

Club were guests, completed the activities of
Gustave Faulkner, president; Frances Savage, vice-president; June Erickson, secretary; and Ralph Kline,

and interested patrons
for the year.

The

of the

following students served as officers:

treasurer.
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The Pre-Medic Club was originally organized in 1928
by Walker Thompson and Willard Hill and sponsored by

Nell Ward, associate professor of chemistry.

give the

members contact with

The

objective, then as now, is to

the profession they plan, to enter, to learn the values

to be obtained
terested in

The

from the pre-medical course, and to give a fellowship among those
the same branch of education.

in-

club meets every other Friday in the Science Hall at ten o'clock, at which

time speakers from the medical profession are guests.

There
speaker.

students

an annual dinner each

fall with a well-known medical man as guest
The membership is based upon interest and is open to all pre-medical
who have completed one semester of work with an average of "C".
is

Frank Goos

is

president of the club, and Herbert Hildebrand

is

secretary.
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Hadfield, Wendland, Senter, Kline, Jackson
Maxwell, Fisher, Haberstroh
Noland', Youngstrom, Ellingwood,
Holland, Miss Nell Ward, Hildebrand, Goos

Marrs, Hurst,

J.

Zitnik Stageman, Johansen,

i^T-p^w

.

CHE^^ISTRY
p. .«
-

(J

LU D

dustry in which chemistry

is

in
° r g anized
sponsored
students,
interested
a group of

The Chemistr y club was

1927 by

by Miss

The
Nell Ward, associate professor of chemistry.
inof
fields
different
aim of this society is to present
the
Club,
Alternating with the Pre-Medic

applicable.

Notable chemists
Science Hall.
meetings are held bi-weekly at ten o'clock at the
invited to speak at these meetings.
from Omaha and the surrounding territory are

Membership

is

open

to those

who

chemexpect to obtain a minor or a major in
inwho' are interested. Trips to the various

but the meetings are open to all
demonstrate the value of applied science.
dustries and laboratories are taken to

istry,

Other officers were John
year.
Holland served as president of the club this
and
Jack Jackson, reporter.
secretary;
Brostrup, vice-president; Herbert Hildebrand,
Bill
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Holland, Hablrstroh, J. Hadfield, Kline, Wendland, Senter, Zitnik
Johansen, Stageman, Miss Nell Ward, Ellingwood, Goos, Hildebrand, Olson, Vaughn
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The A1 P ha Chapter of Gamma Pi Sigma, the honorary
chemistry fraternity, was organized in February, 1927, by

AA AA

C*

1^ I

K O
I

I
I

AAA

Miss Nel1 Warci

\^/V\/\

is

The

associate professor of chemistry.

purpose of the fraternity

Membership'

terest in chemistry.

>

is

to promote scholarship and

obtained primarily by high scholarship, and

in-

dif-

ferent degrees of honors in the fraternity are increased as the individual scholarship
of

its

members

is

maintained

Each year the

in

advance study.

society gives a dinner at

university speaks on

some important phase

In the spring of 1935

Gamma

Pi

Sigma sponsored an

large manufacturing concerns of the city,

Gamma
istry.

It

The

is

Pi

Sigma

in the

also sponsors

form of an

which a guest professor from some other
of chemistry.

and the

an annual contest

oral spell

industrial tour of twenty

entire school participated in

down and

is

in general inorganic

open to

all

fraternity's present officers are Bill Holland, president,

it.

chem-

students interested.

and Paul Stageman,

secretary.
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Coach Hartman, Baade, Coach Baker
Flesher, N. Sorensen, Anderson, Tyler

Crawford, James, Johnk, Pearey, Kozak, King
Boedenow, Turner, Slump, Olson, Gammon, Nelson, H. Sorensen
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D

as a

From an
name but

known on

the

campus only

never as an active unit, the

"O" Club has

organization

steps toward establishing itself as an influential organization in school affairs.

membership

consists of those

men who have been awarded

letters for competition

in any sport, the chief activity of the group during the past year has been centered
around the project of securing funds to purchase the gold footballs emblematic of

winning the N.

I.

A. A. Championship.

willing to purchase these,

A

was

The

athletic

financially unable to

do

department of the school while
so.

dance held at Peony Park on April 17 to provide the money for

this pro-

"0" Club

Sweetheart.
was the occasion of the selection of Lillian Andersen as
She was presented with an "O" sweater by Howard Sorensen, president of the
group. In addition she received a season pass to all next year's athletic events.

ject

Other

officers of the

club are Bill Nelson, vice-president, Loren

Gammon,

retary-Treasurer, and Morris Loder and Gerald Gardner, Sergeants-at-arms.

HAWK

Sec-

Slutsky, Fisher, Long, E. Johnson, Kristensen, Damask, G. Johnson,
Mashek, Forehead
Korney, Grenville, Hudson, Hartman, Anderson, Corkin, Stringer, Bostwick
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Since

its

organization

in

medium through which support

October to pro-vide a
of the activities of the

University might be encouraged and directed, Feathers has become one of the most
active groups on the campus.

the twenty-one

women

in the

Dressed

in their cardinal

and black sweaters and

group were enthusiastic followers

throughout the football and basketball season.

When

Cardinal game with the University of South Dakota,

of the varsity

skirts,

teams

a train was. chartered for the

November

2,

at

Vermillion,

eighteen Feathers boarded the "Football Special."

The

club assisted the Student Council during the

Home-coming

served the dinner to the four hundred students and alumni at the

banquet

in Jacobs' Hall.

at the

and

six non-affiliated representatives.

derson, president;

Ruth

and

Feathers ushered at special convocations during the year

autumn and spring Orchesis

and

Membership

festival

Homecoming

recitals.

in the organization is limited to three

women from each

Officers for the first year

sorority

were Dorothy An-

Bertha Slutsky, vice-president; Ardith Hudson, secretary; and

Grenville, treasurer.
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classes of the speech

The dramatic

department

and active year. On seventyand plays entertainreadings
provided
by
has
department
this
five different occasions
city.
Mrs. Jean Jarmin
the
of
organizations
ment for churches, clubs and other
have rounded out a

I

full

by Bess Greer has succeeded in attracting, using and
About sixty students have participated in
in the University.
vanced students have directed some of the productions.
assisted

Among

the numerous plays given were

Memorial and

The Dust

five other places;

revealing

much

the activities,

talent

and ad-

Varnishing Day, presented at Joslyn

of the

Road, a Christmas play given

at

Joslyn Memorial and the Community Playhouse; The Toy Heart, enacted at Brownell
Hall; Little Prison, given at the W. A. A. basketball banquet; The Twelve Pound

Look and The Clod.
Recitals have been given

by

the beginning

and advanced repertoire

classes,

and

mock banquet. Dramatic students have
Community Playhouse for Sylvan Frankel

the practical public speaking class gave a
also taken part in the productions of the

played the role of MacBeth
lando, in As

You Like

It.

in

;

MacBeth, and Donald Reisser played the

lead, Or-

Four other boys were in these plays.
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Young, Saltares, Thompson, Stahmer, Dilger
Johnson, Raymond, Williams

Standing, Savage, Shepherd, Marrs,
Kneeling,
Seated,

Cook, Maxwell, Stringer, Arnold

Orchesis has

p. f*> | II—
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women

developed from a small group of

interested in creative dancing,

who

in

1931 met

once a week with Miss Ruth Diamond, into a large organization composed of two
classes,

one the concert dancers and the other the regular Orchesis

The two groups combined
strations

several times during the year to give lecture

and to present an autumn and a spring

The

The combined

recital.

gave a program of dances requested by the students

February

a,t

the Ma-ie

concert dancers demonstrated a Humanities lecture given
19,

Commerce.

class.

and on March 11 they appeared before the
In April the concert group journeyed to

St.

Omaha

Day

demon-

classes also

festival.

by Miss Diamond,
Chamber of

Junior

Louis, Missouri to present a

dance symposium before the American Physical Education Association.
Orchesis has continued under the capable direction of Miss
first

the group in their

positions for the piano.

19

Diamond

since those

Miss Betty Fellman, piano accompanist, has greatly assisted
dance interpretations with her arrangements and original com-

meetings in 1931.

3 6

MlCKNA, Stakmer, Dieterich, Stromberg, Betlach, Obradvich, Stuart, Olson, Prall
Knudsen, Harrington, Savage, Dansky, Buckland, Korney, Cook, Saltares, Johnson
Kristensen, Perlmeter, Hirsch, Damask, Arnold, Ericson, Williams, Johnson
Harriet Benson, McCraney, Geislar, Wemmer, Forehead, Williams, Grenvtlle, Raymond,
Rohacek, Young, Thompson, Miss Ruth Diamond, Stringer

W
the

aim

bership

To promote

A

A

•

#\»

/ \»

of the

Women's

is

one of the

open to

all

athletic activities to the

and the creation of a

efficiency

end

of a higher physical

of good sportsmanship

Athletic Association formed at the University in 1931.

women

enrolled in the University

activities of the Association

ball, basketball,

spirit

which include

who

is

Mem-

actively participate in

soccer, archery, hiking, volley-

ping pong, Nebraska,-ball, tennis, golf, shuffleboard, badminton, and

baseball.

A

reception for the freshmen girls

throughout the year.

in the Women's Facby W. A. A. which continued

was held September 23

ulty building to begin a series of activities sponsored

women were initiated into the organization at a
To raise funds to send delegates to the national
A., the Association sponsored a benefit card party November
The following week sixty women attended a soccer banquet
Thirty-five

Hallowe'en party, October 30.
convention of

W.

A.

19 in Jacobs' Hall.

honoring the victors in the soccer tournament which had been in progress at Kountz
park since the first of the semester.
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which
Six teams entered the volleyball tournament
began December 4 and continued for two weeks. The
defeating
Pi Omege Pi team won the championship by
the Pi

O

pledges 23 to 21.

The freshmen won

the in-

junior
terclass basketball tournament, conquering the
went
championship
team 17 to 12. The intramural
basketthe
of
the Pi Omege Pi team. At the close
to

A. A. held a banquet at the Studio
Inn to which all the teams competing in the tourna-

ball season,

W.

ments were

invited.

One hundred couples attended the W. A. A. Leap
Year Hop February 28. The dance was a vice-versa
confused by the
affair and the men were somewhat
and not a
wraps,
the
check
to
waiting
girls
female stag line and the heavily ladened
purchased.
had
escorts
their
which
little timid about wearing the lovely corsages
In

March

the group sponsored a four

day charm school

at

which the University

etiquette at formal teas and dincoeds heard lectures on cosmetology, hairdressing,
A style show featuring members of W.
ners, personality, and the value of posture.
new spring styles concluded the charm school.

A. A. modeling

Eight

girls

sponsor
accompanied by Miss Ruth Diamond, athletic director and

of the organization, attended the national con-

vention of the Association from April 22 to
April 25 at the University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.

The

sixth annual Play

Day

sponsored by

A. A. for high school girls in

W.

Council
held

Omaha,

and neighboring towns was
the University. Ten girls from

Bluffs,

May

9 at

each high school participated

which aims to teach how

to

in

this

event

enjoy sports

without strenuous competition.

A
of

W.

spring banquet completed the activities
Officers for the
A. A. for this year.

year were Hortense Geislar, president; Elinor
secJohnson, vice-president; Phyllis Knudsen,
retary; and Eloise Johnson, treasurer.
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social life

on the University of

Omaha campus
and four

centers in the activities of six sororities
ternities.

O

fra-

Teas, firesides, dinner dances, pledge and

formal dances, and a variety of informal parties

fill

the social calendar of the University students.

Ninety students were pledged
hectic

week of

to the

Greek organizations

last

following a

fall

The Pan-Hellenic dance, given

and rushing.

parties

at the

Chermot

ballroom on September 21, gave the signal to the various pledge groups to begin
formulating plans for the dances they give for the active members of their organizations.

On Saturday

Gamma

evening, October

Sigma Omicron

sorority,

12,

a "Nautical

Hop"

in Jacobs' Hall, given

opened the pledge dance season.

The

by

Sig Chi girls

issued clever bids, designed of Scotch plaid ribbons, to their "Highland Fling" the

following week-end.
of the

month

On

Seven dances were held during November.

the

first

day

the pledges of Theta Phi Delta gave their dance in Jacobs' Hall, using the

and gold to brighten the interior of the Hall. The
had pledged three boys from Hawaii and with the aid of these three, the

fraternity colors of purple, white,

Phi

Sig's

pledges planned a Hawaiian friendship dance which they gave on
the Club Cabette, calling

it

the "Aloha Ball."

Sigma Lambda departed from
installed

their usual

hook and ladder, hose and

"Fireman's Brawl."

The Phi Delt

The

8 at

scheme of conservative entertainments and
gym to furnish atmosphere for their

siren in the

bids to their "Great Broadcast" on

15 were black and white microphones, and black music
ceiling of Jacobs' Hall

November

next night the boys of Alpha

staffs,

November

stretched across the

and dotted with bright colored notes, carried out the musical

theme they had adopted

for their dance.

five leaf clovers were the motif of the Kappa
November 23. The following evening Alpha Gamma.
Chi sorority gave a "Snow Dance" in the gym. The last of the pledge dances was
given the night after Thanksgiving Day when the Pi O pledges entertained for their
actives at the "College Rhythm" dance.

Ladders, black cats, umbrellas, and

"Jittery

Hop" on

the night of

Immediately following the close of the pledge dances, plans

became the

topic of discussion at sorority

for formal

and fraternity meetings.

dances

On December

Gamma's again gave the opening dance.
Anna Mae Winburn's Cotton Club Boys supplying the

21 in the ballroom of the Paxton Hotel the

The

following week, with

music

in

the Fontenelle Hotel ballroom, the Pi O's sponsored a highly successful

formal dance.

TOMAHAWK

The formal season was
registration

tions

O

interrupted following the Pi

dance for

final

examina-

Thirteen pledges were taken in by the

and mid-year rushing.

second semester. The Phi Sig's gave their
sororities and frats at the beginning of the
Day and no more
"Sweetheart Swing" at the Chermot on St. Valentine's

annual

March when the Kappa's and
formal dances were given until the first week-end in
Sig Chi's preceded their dance on
the Alpha Gamma Chi's both entertained. The

March 13
The next

their active
at the Fontenelle with a dinner party for

and alumnae members.

a formal at the
night Theta Phi Delta fraternity also gave a dinner and

Fontenelle.

As with

their pledge dance,

the Alpha Sig's broke

the customary

away from

dinner dance on April 3 to which they issued only
The girls blossomed out in gay spring formals and the boys in
seventy-five bids.
closed the formal season.
flannels at the Phi Delta dance May 8, which

formal dance plans and gave

a.

Greek organizations are
Each sorority and fraternity sends one
regulated by the Pan Hellenic Council.
The faculty committee on student activities serves as an
delegate to the Council.
The members of this committee are Miss Ruth
advisory beard for the Council.
H. Stevens, and
Diamond, Dr. Wilfred Payne, Dr. Leslie Owen Taylor, Dean Rene
All of the dances, rushing,

Dean Lloyd

activities of the

and other

Bradfield.

this year, the Council,
In addition to supervising the social activities of the school
in creating
instrumental
was
Hargrove,
the leadership of President Kenneth

under

more student enthusiasm
ities of

in

A

the University.

the athletic activ-

committee, composed

Dorothy Anderson, Don Ryan, and Kenneth
Hargrove, was appointed to organize a pep
squad. The organization of Feathers, a women's

of

pep club with limited membership, was the
sult of the work of this committee and was
complished

largely

Dorothy Anderson.
lion,

through

the

The student

efforts

re-

acof

trip to Vermil-

South Dakota for the Cardinal's game with

was made posThe
through the Pan-Hellenic

South Dakota University
sible

last fall

Council.

Council also sponsored the intra-mural basketball and debate tournaments during the early
part of spring.
sororities

and

There

is

fraternities

no doubt that the
are important social

but they are also ardent workers toward
creating a school spirit and supporting the activunits,

ities of
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Solve Mystery of Faculty

With

meddle

by Inspector

Ward,

A.

(dirt)

of
night

chief

last

rumored that
sion

a

it

confesofficial

MedWard and

the capture of

dler Mel, Inspector
his husky detecting

Scftbellies finished their local

is

hands.

With

a staff of peppermint candy with a banner in the shape
of a Pansy, waving over the
whole, the Royal Order of

Willie

and
in

The persistently pursuing
photographer of The Scalper
snapped this exclusive photo
of

Meddler Mel

morning

crew have
uncovered one of the most
baffling robbery mysteries in

capture.

the history of the school. For
two years, powder-puffs, earrings, shoe horns, compacts,

think of it, for two years
these young women have been
contaminated with such an

and
paper-weights,
other trifles dear to feminine hearts have been slyly

environment. Is it any wonder they are nervous and
jumpy, that they go to sleep
in class, or are forgetting to

doilies,

many

disappearing
Women's Faculty
that

is

all

frcm

the

building, but

ended now.

Once more the women of
the faculty and the co-eds may
retreat
quiet
without fear of again facing
the world without the bene-

inhabit

their

make up. No more
some one jump out of
dark comers and scream, 'loan
When the steps
me a dime
squeak now, they will know
fits

of

will

!'

that

it is

merely the old joint

and not some halfdemented insect creeping down
Just
upon them unawares.
settling

University To

Campus,

Have New

Buildings,

Money

flag,

detectives

full

soon be

will

their

gurgle, slurp,

This ungrateful
no more!
blackguard was in the solitudes of the Dean's office this
morning as a result of a timely capture

war

cry, gurgle,
ringing through
the rafters cf the library basement and the organization's

House Robberies
will

1

PANSY TO WAVE
SCHOOL RECEIVES
OVER NEW V.F.W.
BIG ENDO WMENT

DIRT DETECTIVES
CAPTURE CULPRIT

Meddler Mel

Page

immediately

this

following

h

i

s

dye

their hair or polish their
finger
nails?
Or are we

convention last Thursday. pus, buildings and a stadium
was elected in the near future.
Ivan Ofulitch
This startling news was reChief Yellow Spine, at the
vealed to the student body
final meeting.
The convention was unique today in a letter received by
in

From

the

can

Dean's private
be heard half
sobbing comments such as, "I
only did it because, I wanted
to see how my wife would
look without any powder on
her face," or this in a deep
moan, "I'm glad it's over, towards the last the only one
that would scream anyway
was Maxine Steincamp."
Gosh it's tough that Meddler Mel will meddle no more

only

attended, President Haynes from Verne
Rushme, and Sunderland, archeologist and

three

Willie

Since the number was so small a majority
vote could not be reached on
many matters; often they
cast many ballots before a
final decision could be
ob-

Scan Farther.

However the group
soon welded together as one
and passed the following restained.

1.

2.

3.

4.

LITTLE LASS LAMENTS LENGTH
5.

Be

it

known

to all that

8.

Uni-

the

derland

name

has
a

made

again

his

magnetic

steppingstone to the future greatness
of the proposed institution by
including an annual endowof

generous

The

twenty dollars in

his

offer.

letter,

which was mail-

ed from Sunburnt, Texas, explained that while the archeologist was serving his apprenticeship digging an irrigation
ditch
with several
other college graduates, they
one."
Our uniforms will be of suddenly unearthed a massive
With
baby blue and shell pink, indian burial ground.
with long sleeves, to re- the extreme care of every folmind us that we won't lower of his. profession, Mr.
Sunderland, who for convenibear arms.
In time of war, we won't ence's sake we shall call Verne,
scraped and shoveled the loose
fight even if they pay us
our bonus first because dirt from around the "dead
injuns."
then we won't be able to
After
more than
thirty
fight.
In case oi a war, we, the
pawn our medals to pay for the expenses of the peace delegation if they can find us.
Since we will not fight,
absolutely refuse to
let our children fight.

we
7.

of

Always known as a loyal
and charitable soul, Mr. Sun-

our club will be connected with V. F. W. (Vee
Fear Wars)
Our motto is, "If the first
bullet misses us, we can
surely outrun the second

three, will

6.

former student
versity.

ment

olutions.

!

Tired and worn after four library low enough for my
years of studying without the feet to touch the floor; the
benefits enjoyed by her fel- seats in the classroom are the
low classmates, Ethel Sachse same way and some even have
the lower rung missing.
in an interview recently loudBely proclaimed that she is glad sides, this heavy snow and the
dust storms have made it imher school days are over.
Not many people under- possible for me to keep up my
stand the true nature of Miss perfect attendance record, and
Sachse's complaint because all because I have the misforshe never openly admitted to tune to be short and stubby,"
anyone that everything wasn't Miss Sachse lamented.
as it should be, but after
In a somewhat wailing
questioning her upon some voice Miss Sachse ended the
length, the true reason was interview with, "Gosh, I wish
brought out.
I
was tall and strong like
"There isn't a chair in the Noely King."

that

Ofulitch,

wrong ?
sanctum

A long and cherished dream
has finally become a reality
Omaha University will have a
large, magnificient new cam-

thousand of the corpses had
been

uncovered,

the

young

men, with Verne as leader, attempted to lift them from the
ditch but, alas, they were unbelievingly heavy and resisted
all

efforts of the crew.

To make a long

story

much

with a

shorter, the letter stated that
the archeologists, after an ex-

the other
two can collect the war
debt.

amination
of
the
corpses,
found a large quantity of lead

In case of a
stray bullet,

tie

Since our pins cost only
seventy cents, we recommend that our members
buy plenty because they

(Continued on Page 6)

bullets

embedded

therein.

It

seems that a terrific battle
had been waged between the
indians and a colony of settlers "way back when" and
(Continued to Page 5)

Page
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The Scalper
Published to

fill

and under the

up space

in the

DOWN AND

year book

some

Is It?

Anderson

and
John Moucka are in the mar.1 am wonket for a car.
dering if Moucka will be the
Dorothy

article of confederation

as a protest against

Who

R OUND

2

of the

.

practices of present

day

environments

name

SCRIBBLERS
Fall

Guy

Indians of the Rear
Tom-Tom Beaters

Tom-A-Hawk, Bead-I

Rank

was

Pass The- Buck, SlingThe-Bull, Lou-The Loafer
Bowl- And- Arrow-

Chief Run-And-Jump
Man-O-War, Dark-Lead,
Rebels and Renegades
First-Warrior, Second-Warrior, ThirdWarrior, Et-Cetera, So-Am-I, HowAre- You, Fine-Thank-You

.

First-Installment

Hot-Shot
Not-So-Hot-Shot

Paid-in Full

Advice To Lettermen
The lettermen adopted

.

—

the grocery business
hear there is a groceryman's
.Fran Nelson,
son involved.

ing

.

Macy
Pearson
and
reported
for
have

a.

new

style

of

letter

sweater

year,

tends to detract from their masculinity and virility, two
qualities to which the fairer sex are inevitably attracted.
Several of the lettermen have attempted to overcome
this unbecoming effect by inserting a detachable collar
They have not proved
just inside the neck of the sweater.
very successful because only a slight movement of either
shoulder is required to separate the collar and the shirt,
thus revealing again that delicate white flesh.
The sweaters do give the wearers the appearance of
having very large chests and arm, muscles, but just a mere
shirt would be preferable to these new sweaters worn withSomething will have to be done to remedy
out shirts.
the situation or the girls will desert the home talent and seek
shirted heroes in distant fields.

Dedicated To Jimmie James
He was a, good guy, was "Doubtful Jimmie"! Somehow, from the timle of his birth he presented a serious
problem even to his immediate family. So unlike any other
person was he, that they kept him that way by just
S'funny name, but so was Jim;
calling him James James.
and rather than having him trodden on by suffering humanity, they sent him to school.
Even he knew, of course, that this was just a grand
gesture.
But, he made the best of it and by skimping
and slicing finally succeeded, after five years of laughing and joking, in coming upon the "great graduation"!
Gee, it surely is tough that Jim finally ran out of car
fare and is now intombed in the biggest lighted grave-yard
in

the

world,

of dead-beats

Council

Bluffs,

the unthriving

a

fine

boy,

.

.I'm

wondering

Hudson

dith

why

Ar-

David

calls

Noely King her little G. S.
man.
.June Erickson is the
reason Carl Baade rushed out

loan.

bonds
future

Today he

at

is

floating

two per cent for the

war.

.

room

the otiher d|ay
brushing loose hair from his
.Bill
Nelson
coat shoulder.
is taking dancing lessons from
of

.

Loren

A BOOK

3

Gammon — perhaps

A HISTORY OF AMERICA
IN PICTURES
By Common

I.

Scratcher

should
pupil
and
Okey Do key. What an
.George
places.
change
Pictures, beautKnipprath and Gordon Quil- imagination
a muscle iful pictures, just the stuff for
will establish
ler
The writer,
building course soon which is dumb athletes.
based on a new idea shaking through his magic crayon
Spain
cocktails and "pulling corks". takes one rapidly from
and the mighty Columbus, up
Vincent Nelson was ar- the coast of young America,
raigned before Judge Harry over the river and mountains

teacher

.

!

;

last Tuesday to answer questions on a charge of
peeking through the windows
Afof Covenant Hospital.
ter much embarrassment, Mr.
Nelson was later dismissed because he proved that he was

Landis

merely

leaning

out the win-

The comof room 10.
plaint was filed by a patient
in a room directly across the
street, who besides suffering

dow

afflictions seemed
have a very bad case of

from other
to

.Faye Lane
near sightedness.
has been regularly attending
a cooking school to get new
ideas on the proper food that
should be consumed by redheaded husbands.
.

mietropolis

and die-hards.

Jimmie my lad, but so was
your Uncle Herm, and where is he now? Digging ditches
for twenty cents an hour; no wonder history books are
full of the trodden class, the working man

You were

At the age of four he loaned
Baum
twenty-five cents to his own
spring football and are causbrother and compounded ining a tremendous uproar among the other candidates terest at ten per cent. At
sixteen he took his best friend's
practicing in patent leather
girl as security for a fifty-cent
shoes and polished fingernails
.

hoping to eliminate wearing a shirt and conIt would seem that
sequently reduce their laundry bills.
the men have lost a number of their feminine admirers
The necklines are
as a result of this, act of economy.
not very flattering and give the men the appearance of
The creamy whitness of
having extremely long necks.
the flesh revealed by the necks of these new sweaters
this

suffering

of

case

John

ITCHING PALMISTS

.Elaine Coul-

.

from a bad
chapped hands; the
doctor prescribed dish water
three
times daily
and so,
Elaine
marches home and
kindly asks her mother to
save the dish water for her
Josephine Carroll is learn-

ter

Chief Hollow Tooth
Chief Iron Brain

Big Noise

both

for

sufficient

drivers' license.

CORRECTION— It

was

stat-

ed in this paper one year ago that 1935 was the hottest
year yet. We wish to inform
you that it was a lie.

down

a

waterfall

straight into the

rifle

or two
bore of

good old Daniel Boone. Leaving Daniel's gun one meets
Presidents Monroe, Adams,
Van Buren, and
Jackson,
weeps at the death bed of WilAfter
liam Henry Harrison.
the funeral one is carried into
the malstrom of the Mexican
war, (if you are lucky you
can pass up the picture of
Davey Crockett and his Bowie
Again leaving the
knife).
gruesome scene, a picture of
the $15,000,00' spent for Louisiana

is

so vivid as

to'

cause

even a ripple in a counterfeitBut the
er's blood pressure.
last picture, ah, it's just a
This reviewer
blank page.
spent almost an entire day before he realized that it was a
drawing of little America during a dust storm in Kansas.
Oh, it's a fine book!

6% By Volume
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COACH HARTMAN'S
TRACKSTERS TAKE

Flyi ng

Howard

RELAYS

P ASTINGS

it was rumored that
more than one strong heart
was convinced that she still

stood a chance of
her membership.

Card cinder
are well on their way
Fred
to
a championship.
"Streak" Tyler led the Omaha
team with a total of twentyartists

They call Johnny Baker
"Gas House Kid" out in Synthetic Dancers
Southern California way beTrip The Fantastic

which

the

were collected in the track
The Sorensen broevents.
thers almost swept the field
their
give
Mater its big margin.
Summary of the

cause he's always blowing up.

Alma

to

trials

At

Omaha

teams victory:

TRACK EVENTS:
10-yard

Dash

—

First,

Tyler-Omaha;

Time- 1.
second, Gammon-Omaha.
D3 seconds
secFirst, Omaha;
4-mile gallop
Man-O-War; fourth, Paul
ond;

—

Time-5:16:3 secBlount Omaha.
onds
222-yard Low Hurdles First, Tyler

—

-Omaha;

Johnk-Omaha.

fifth,

Time

(Old
21.3
seconds New record.
record made in the spring of the
big flood by Webfoot Smith of

Utah, Oregon.)
Hop-Step-And-Your-Otit First, B.
Tyler
second,
Fletcher-Omaha;
Distance-52 feet six inOmaha.

—

ches.

—

Olson-Omaha;
Mile First,
Time 6Tyler-Omaha.
fourth,
months in the county jail or until
released on good behavior.
Swim First, Medlock440-yard
Omaha; fifth, Tyler-Omaha. Time
New record. (Old
18.6 seconds.
record made by Cing Brosbies orHalf

resigning

"Tip" Tyler almost broke a
record in the pole vault Friday when a sweat-bee mistook his graceful antics for
those of one of its specie
and lodged in his track suit.

thirty points, the

of

star,

address,

Proving without a doubt
superiority over every
Coach
other team entered,
Hartman's track outfit completely dominated the Pastey
relays, at Pastings, Nebraska
Outscoring their
last week.
nearest competitor nearly

most

track

gave a short
talk before the Old Maids'
Club last week on "The Athlete as a Husband." After the

their

points,

A

buzzing bee buzzed be"Streak" Tyler Friday
and sent him buzzing over to
almost break a record. Special

hind

the

track
meet
everyone
believed
Kenny
Slump had won the two mile
run, but after looking into the
matter it was found that he
was just finishing the one hundred yard dash. Well, that's
pretty close anyway
last

Caught-In-The-Act photo- by
Scalper staff photographer.

Hockey Team Downs
Men From Mountains
Omaha's

ice-hockey
team
1936 season to a
successful close last night by
soundly beating an inspired
team from the Ozark mountains 22-8 at the 24th and

brought

Ames

its

Two

Bob Fletcher quit his job
as a coal miner to come to
school and
take up track
work, but he says he eats
more dirt from the other fellows heels than he ever did
from digging anthracite.

The only

reason Kelly Bolte
goes along on track triips
is that he is a good orange
peeler and Leroy Olson neeas
plenty of juice.

Brown-Omaha.
Vault
First,
Height-6 feet; weight-185 pounds;

competing in their last game were
the stars, Leftwing John HadJust because Coach Hartfield and Gooly Lyle Hunzeker, dazzling the huge crowd man told Royce Brown that
with their superb ice-skating his form over the hurdles was
bad, that young hopeful is
and team play.
The game was very rough. dieting and taking reducing
to
put on more
Sixteen penalties were called exercises
during the contest.
At one curves. Some guys will never
time Omaha had only four learn
men on the ice because the
rest of the team, had been
If Stubb Riggins would only
sent to the boards because of come
out for track, they
rough play. However, no one might make a good Softball
was badly injured and every- player out of him if he would
thing worked out all right.
leave his golf clubs at home
This, the last game, made and pay more attention to

color of eyes blue.

the

—

chestra in 1921.)
Won
3-legged Relay

—

by Pastings;

second-Oma'ha third-Omaha; fourth
Editors
fifth-Omaha.
no entry.
note:
It was in this event that
points.
her
most
of
gleaned
Omaha
Hurdles— (With a lad120-foot
;

ler)

Time-4

Tyler-Omaha.

First,

seconds under a minute.

Put

Shot

Otnaha;

—

SorensenH.
N. Sorensen-Oma-

First,

second,

Disha; third, H. Johnk-Omaha.
tance-If by Highway No. 6, three
if
by Highway No. 18,
miles;
only two miles.

—

Pole

Broad Jump

—

First,

Anderson-Oma-

Dissecond, Fletcher-Omaha.
New record.
tance 8:03 meters.
(Old record cracked by hurricane
in 1467.)
ha;

Javelin

Throw

South
Africa;
Poland; third,
O'Reilly-Russia;

—

First,

Objiuii-

second,

Soundra-

Isi-Ireland;
fifth,

—

seniors

twenty-fourth

consecu-

victory for the plucky
Cardinals and Coach Martin
Bush promises a returning
squad next year who will
keep up the wonderful record.

his shuffle

board

stick.

tive

Reward for Recovery
Is
any strange male in your

no longer be respon-

for information given
out about me.
See me persible

sonally.

Lucille

Mitchell.

!

there

community
:onfidential.

?

Write.

Strictly

Hortense Geislar.

Results of three years of
constant labor, correcting and
development will soon be acknowledged by a large audience when a new dancing
creation, Tripping the Light
Fantastic, is presented by Miss
Ruthie Diamond and her 'synthetic dancing' class. The creation will be previewed the
latter part of this

crystal

week on the
Women's

floor of the

Faculty building. All reserved
have been sold.
Seven women have been in
the class since the creation was
seats

first

realized,

El-Freeze
Coulter,

Sann Raymond,

Johnson,

El-More

Tulane
Johnson,

Mickey Meyers, Hesitant Geisler,
Butch the Slasher, and

Monk

the

Rip.

The

latter

two add color to the theme,
which has been built around
the erection of Boulder Dam.
The dance depicts the antics
of the cement workers high above the dam scaffolding and
climaxes with a daring reproduction of a bell hop climbing forty flights of stairs with
a message to the chief engineer.

The costumes,

which

will

follow the actual garbs
worn by the workers will in
the main consist of bathoalso

Slipsperes and gym suits.
pers will be of gunny-sack
cloth with binding twine shoe

Trowls, cement mixa few mule-skinners (to

strings.
I will

fourth,

Pearey-Oma-

Distance-236 feet 7 54 inches.
Discus
(Omaha conceded all places
because she had the only discus
at the meet.
ha.

rink.

!

FIELD EVENTS:

3

Cind ers

Sorenson,

and football

Streak Tyler Leads In Track
Events ; Sorensen s Good

five

Page

John,

my

escort

was

a

Please don't be angry.
Call at once. Dorothy.
cousin.

ers,

furnish the jargon) and a traffic whistle, for the final curtain, will round out the sup-

porting cast.
O s c o r Severson

and

his

Teach-a-renos will furnish the
music.

Puni

Page 4

Muni

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
on

sale

in

seat

IN

j

Reduction to freshKjargaard.

uating.

—

Amazing
New discovery
Young man must work off
you
Long time lease qualify. Would a date a week makes toughest men delicious- IOU's. Good talker. ExcelWant agents. lent at dice. Consider anylibrary.
Good interest you? Age 20 to 27. ly tender.
and thing. George Knipprath.
free sample
corner. Grad- call in person only. Ida Row- Write for
Flash

!

Here we are

!

if

Secluded

light.

man.

—
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THE SCALPER ARE GOOD HAIR TONICS
SITUATIONS WANTED
HELP WANTED— MALE HELP W ANTED—FEMALE

ADVERTISEMENTS PRINTED

For

Uni, Date

land and

Quick action.

trial offer.

Ethel Adler.

Ann

Two

Ulrich.

Howard

Wanted young man

to

Wanted good looking woYoung man, romantically fiance jealous. Give qualifiwith car must be fast
man
in
Must
partnership
experience.
cations
and
Half
inclined.
prepared. dance and have money and worker to demonstrate my
Fully
marriage.
new Leave-No-Mark cosmeFaye Lane.
car.
Erval Mcllvaine.

—

—

Experience

tics,

Must

men's college.

man.

grove.

woman

in select

Strong young man to carry
books between classes. Must
be willing to serve as general

No

competi-

stooge.

woman

Principal only other woBetty Fellman, prin-

Experience unnecesyou. LucilLarson.

sary.
le

I will train

Want

able

your parties a bore?

will entertain your guests.
Modern, clever, different! Jan-

We
et

line.

Has worked

Almost
well for four years.
Inquire June Erickunique.
son.

friends

Only dairy farm of its kind.
Will
Nice in cold weather.
exchange for one good peanut
Sorensen Brothers. 4
stand.
miles south of Nowhere.

MUST SELL— A

complete

Have found
of chatter.
man
it impossible to obtain a
Conwith the present one.
tains every possible way to
line

get

date,

ditch

a

love,

and

also

a

one,

make

revised

ac-

count of how to keep from
See EdNell
walking home.
Benson.

To whom
Gordon is
Kemper.

it

may

concern.

just a friend.

young

girl

Science Hall.

to introduce to

and make a good im-

pression.

Must be

See me Saturday.
zeker.

first

class.

Lyle

Hun-

Would
books

library

like

Tired

position.
in

and

of

out.

lach.

Will teach disillusioned perHave unconson to laugh.
Contagious.
trollable giggle.
See Patty Zoe Bush.

used

Barb

Wanted

presi-

dency. Good title. No
Call
All debts paid.
neth Turner.

work
Ken-

girls

with good legs

Apply in perMcClelland and Nelson
Darling Dancing Dames, Inc.

for our Follies.
son.

Three unopened texts, one
Realocker-soiled notebook.
Arthur King. Little
sonable.

Grub

office.

Five

B E
"The Best Dressed Man"
ON THE CAMPUS
VISIT

GORDON QUILLER
1492 Columbus

puppets.
charapplied on

well-dressed

Practically

new German

acters.

May

German

credit.

be

Apply Marie

Hook.
Credit
next semester.

Overdue term paper.
refused.

Good

Inquire Hubert Hinshaw.

One

college

degree.

Good

recommendations, ApproachSee
ing marriage forces sale.
Dorothy Snyder.

Susan

We
Who

police

checking
Opal Bet-

FOR SALE

Graetz and Rose Fisher.
Slightly

Will compile questionnaires

my new unbreakchemistry equipment.

Young
One good

soon.
point to argue?
See Josephine Carroll and
Bernice Perimeter.

on any subject. Experienced.
Guarantee validity of quesEmelia Knott.
tions.

accompany me on

John Hadfield.

a

Har-

trips to sell

cipal.

Are

super-cold
to

Organize

applica-

Kenneth

Apply

tion.

Levels.

Opening for single
teacher with designs
tion.

Alice Erickson.

looking,

$5 bonus,

close to street car.

Henry

Must make personal

good

Small,

offer.

vention.

Have you

essential.

Tutor in love making. Do
Not apply unless competent.

Want

get rid of date.

ambitious young ladies
you at your con-

will represent

make

Built

Else

Your

Own

Can Give
Long-Life

You Such A
Science Hall
Bargain?

BRICK CO.

CLAY & KILN

Puni Muni Uni, Date As In Fig
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Bage

Alumnus Endows Uni
STUDENT PETITIONS
With Money, Campus
FOR WOMEN CADETS

Mary
sented

May

19,

(Continued from Page

Simpson pre-

Alice

Tuesday,
to the Student Coun-

a

petition

asking that a cadet reserve
corp for women be formed at
The Council
the University.
deferred action on the petitcil

ion indefinitely.

the red-skins

HOLT ENTERTAINS
KN OW-IT-AL L CLUB

1)

Dr. Edgar Allen Holt entertained twenty members of
the Know-It-All club at a
candle light tea at his home

had received the

of the doubt.
After
many months of
labor, picking the lead from
the bones and such, and melt-

benefit

movements.

"Drilling

such

is

fun

We

!

thought we would like to give
the other women in the University the opportunity to enjoy it with us," Miss Simpson
said.

and

Simpson
Myers have had considerable
Miss

Miss

experience in directing cadet
while in high school.
drill
Miss Simpson served as captain of her regiment and was
member of the Cracked
a

Rile Squad.
a

Miss Myers was

lieutenant.

first

They have arranged to

get

discarded
uniforms of their high school
company. The uniforms are
of blue serge with gold pipComing and overseas caps.
uniforms
officers'
missioned
include a cape of the same
possession

the

of

material lined with gold.
"A cadet unit such as we
keep
could
petitioning
are
order on the campus during
elections and prevent violence

and football
basketball
games and we would be quite
attractive figures in our uniforms," Miss Myers explained
at

questioned concerning
the value of a cadet corp for

Student Council election.
They captured six seats in
the Council and the Greeks
won the remaining two places
by bare majorities.

Out of the three hundred
and thirty-three Barbs, enthe University, only
three failed to cast their ballots in the elections. Members
rolled

in

Alpha Phi Omega were
employed to guard the ballot
boxes and prevent illegal soliciting cf votes and keep order
of

in

the

two

lines

which extended
walk from the
Faculty

of

polls

building

to

women.
Annual Quilting Bee

A

quilting

Monday, May

bee
18,

Several

from the

Hold

was

held

for memPi sorority

bers of Pi Omega
at the home of Miss Maxine

Steincamp. Two quilts were
completed which will be entered in the national contest
next fall.
While refreshments of pink
lemonade and wafers were be-

polls

all

smaller

campus

the student body can see
of it in a four year course.

Gamma
ejected

by the Alpha

The new members

of

the

Council are: Freshmen, Carl
Betlach and Edward Joe Car-

photo

of

Sophomores, Victor Corkin and Zee Patricia Donlon;
Juniors,

Frederick

Fancy

McCREARY AWARDED
NOBLE PIECE PRIZE

Lyman Hemmgsway

Harris and Mr. Harry Severson presided.
Assisting the
charming host were Mr. John

W. Baker and Mr. Lewis D.
Crenshaw.
Seen at the tea were

new

many
creations. The

spring

most striking ensemble was
worn by Dr. Wilfred Payne,
who was attired in a lavendar

and

orange

tweed

worsted

The

neckline of his turquoise blue shirt was accentuated by a burgundy red tie.
He wore brown buck acces-

suit.

sories.

After the tea, a round table

James McCreary was

noti-

fied Friday that he has been
selected to receive the Noble
Piece prize this year in recog-

work

nition of his

of

Jig-Saw

in the field

The

puzzles.

award provides

for an annual
subsidy of ten dollars to enable the prize winner to continue his studies.
McCreary recently completed a new map of Europe
fifty

He

has been engaged for several
years in putting together a
puzzle of world armies and
navies.
He will begin work
soon on a project dealing with

accompany
Will
veterans of future
dances, parties, etc.
ience

with

men on

Expercrutches.

Phone Elaine Coulter.

Foods

Fish
M. FILTHY— PROPRIETOR
42nd and River Streets

discussion

was conducted on
The
in College."
was led by Dr.

"Night Life
discussion

Benjamin Boyce. Interesting
remarks on the subject were
made by Mr. Raymond J.
Maxwell and Dr. Christopher
S.

Espinosa.

Independence Leader
Addresses Morphuns

The woman's place
according

kitchen,

is

in

to

the

Mr.

Frank Crawford, leading proponent for manhood indepenthe
addressed
dence,
wftio

Morphun
"The

club last evening.
kids

at

home need

Crawford said.
"The man should be free to
disabled make a living, and not be
wars to hampered by the responsibil-

the remnants of dictators.

and

I.

Grenville

and David Hudson; Seniors,
Blaudwyn Kersenbrock and
Rcsemarie Kulper.

THE GREASY SPOON

Miss Mary Alice
Nelson gave a short talk on
"Domesticity and Environment."

WANTED — A

interesting

which was composed of
Evans million intricate pieces.

Phi patrol for causing a disturbance while other students
were studying the relative
merits of the candidates in an
attempt to cast a fair ballot.

ing served,

so

voters
the
in the

along

members of
Sigma Omicron were

Pi Girls

This

the scene of the excavation
was shot to us following the
release of the glad tidings.
roll;

street.

0

with cacti and sprays of sandburr, Dr.

houses.

when

Pi

the relationship of
climate to beauty.
At the table, illuminated
by candle light and centered

old

The Barbs won an overwhelming victory today in the

from three

studying

(

BARBS TRIUMPHANT
IN ELECTION TODAY

17,

The tea honored Mr.
Ralph Walton who recently
returned from the South Sea
Islands where he has been

derland sold their share of the
"find" and had one gtfand
binge. But, not so for Verne;
he has sent his profit to his

Alma Mater so that future intellectuals may have at
least the chance of getting away from street cars and ice-

May

Sunday,
to five.

ing the results, the young men
had indeed quite a heap of

Miss Simpson, assisted by ore.
Tired and worn following
Minnette Myers, has been
experience
drilling a group of her friends this rather morbid
without arms and teaching of salvaging these interred rethem squad, platoon and mains, the friends of Mr. Sun-

company

5

her,"

ity of

Mr.

taking care of a family

and home while the
indulges in
caprice such
school."

woman

some hobby
as

or

teaching

Mr. Crawford became

act-

ively interested in the subject

when he was enrolled in the
education department of the
University and a class discussion was held on the abilities of a married school
compared with
teacher
as
those of an old maid teacher.

Page

BEGINNING MICKIE O'HARA'S FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
OR

THE TRIP DOWN THE MOUNTAINSIDE
Few enough

are

those old
the High

over and around Scrub-Pines,
sharp rock, rattlesnakes and
ant hills I felt like turning

timers up around
Hat Mountain country who
remember the baby days of back more than

Mickie O'Hara, the fightenest
toughest, best natured cow-

poke

in

all

that

region

of

The
men.
fighting
tough,
main reason probably was because Mickie at the ripe old
age of one year, had packed
an old discarded saddle blankof
et with all the necessities
a young nvin of his age and
had started crawling dlowii
the mountain side to
fortune.

make

his

Although good-natured,
Mickie was also quick tempered and when his ornery old
dad,

6% By Volume
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6

whose name was Tim

O'Hara, had wobbled into the
ranch yard one day at dusk,
fully ajid completely "oiled"
and had proceeded to beat
young Mickie's mother, that
yonker had picked up a six
gun which he had used for a
teething ring and had shot
So,
him, through the arm.
in order to avoid any further
the same nature,
young Irishman had climbed from his crib in the middle of the night and had
In
quietly crawled away.

difficulties of

the

later years

a grizzled old timer

who happened to be
the now famous
to

talking
cattle

baron, asked him about the
trip down the mountain -side;
and the following is the an-

once.

My

knees were frightfully sore
and bruised and as I stopped
for a bite to drink and a
change of clothing under a
gigantic over hanging rock, I
thought of my charming
mother's soft lap and mindWhat a
soothing lullabies.
decision to keep going ahead.
But all during my first year
I had built up a strong will
power, now I was reaping
the benefits.
Stumbling, crawling, falling
and bawling, I finally had, by

hurried stop in a cactus plant
painfully reminding me
that I needed a little first aid
This finished I
attention.
took stock of my remaining
parphenalia and found that
all I had left was the six-gun,
the three-cornered outfit I
had on and half-pint of snake

This snake-remedy

remedy.

was

labelled,

nessey,

and

Three Star Henin

ish

lips

and

my

took

fever-

a

bottle

and

milk,

changes of clothuig
and with my pistle teething

on my way. The
hundred yards of crawling wasn't so bad, only bowlders and cactus marring the
journey, but from then on,
ring started

He

Mudjok-

killed the noble
ivis,

With the skin he made him
mittens,

Made them

with the fur side

inside,

Made them

with the skin side

outside,

warm

He, to get the

side in-

side,

Put the inside skin side out-

draught.

side:

The mountains took on a He,

to get the cold side out-

buzzards
side,
sang like canaries; the rocks Put the warm side fur inside:
and boulders were as soft as That's why he put the fur
different

hue;

the

air-spring mattresses

;

the

little

streams streamed, the ScrubPines bent in the still air like

side inside,

Why

he put the skin side outside,

Weeping Willow trees. No Why he turned them inside
wonder the old man thought
outside.
he could lick the world. TakGeorge H. Strong
ing another nip, I arose and
(Continued
from Page 1)
old cow skeleton settled down walked.
S'funny what snake
serve also as a sort of
And was I sleepy? remedy can do, even though I
to sleep.
shield.
The sun beat down extremely hadn't been bitten by one.
Next year at this time we
9.
hot and the desert rats and
I
nights
and
For four days
will all meet again; it is
other vermin of the sand
fightSometimes
recommended that the
made the day very miserable kept going.
from
Royal Order of SoftbelMy milk was sour, ing the pain in my heart home
for me.
leave from
lies use their spare time
I had only two safety-pins my sudden
at other times shooting
making themselves softer
left and the ribs from the and
and fishing to
still.
long dead cow was gouging small game
me with regular monotony. keep my frail and weary body But luck was against me.
With together. Of course I had
Mercy, what to do
been bitten The men stopped and unsaddarkness failing with the tra- been frequently
but now dled their horses and prepared
swiftness
of
the my imaginary snakes
ditional
Since it was just
the to rest.
mountains however, I again the moon shone shrough
But dawn I came to the conclusStar bottle.
started crawling. By this time The Three
I would be ion that they had been riding
I was
wishing that I had I was glad, soon
the demon all night and were in a very
learned to' walk, but then a able to overcome
completely over- ugly mood. They started to
person can't learn too much that had so
plan I was all ears.
ran my father.
peek of dawn, traveled about a mile from the
ranch and in the shade of an
the

first

!

in the space of a year I guess.

I

several

of

Milkanwatha'

long

I was almost starved when
On the fifth day, after
I crawled into an old cam- waking from my bed in an
"After I had shot the old
ping place and found a cocoa- old abandoned Eagle's nest,
buzzard, I had lain awake in
nut which had probably been
horsemen
my green log crib for perhaps left there by some dude cam- I saw approaching The dust
in the distance.
three hours trying to make up
per. Drinking sparringly after
of their steeds
my mind to go. The wind shooting a hole in it with the from the hoofs
spiraled into the air, like some
was howling outside, keeping gun, I
plugged the gap in it mythical smoke signal of the
time with the Coyotes in a
and wrapping my self around ancient Cliff dwellers, warning
song of the
spine-tingling
it I started rolling down the
me that everything wasn't
westlands. Me, being only a
mountain side to save time okey-dokey on the Wabash.
the
wise
in
year old and not
and my very, very sore knees. I was dejected; here on the
ways of the world however,
Bouncing, turning, rolling, very threshold of liberty was
made up my mind that if I
and screaming I finally had a new problem to overcome
was ever going, now was the
The place? I didn't to let loose of the thing be- if I ever expected to make a
time.
know because I had never cause I was getting sea-sick name for myself. Crouching
and the barb from the last in the nest I tried to hide.
been anywhere except down
to the creek with my dear
mother one time for a bath.
FOR
Stealthily stealing around the

found
pins and

From 'The Song

desperation I

tipped the bottle to

swer he received.

shambles of the cabin,

MODERN HIAWATHA

THE

was

That "Morning After" Feeling

TAKE

—

What are the men planing?
What will happen to our very
young hero?

Read the succeeding installments next year.
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Nothing

is

OMAHA!
more

vital to

the civic and industrial welfare

of a City than an adequate reliable public transportation

system

—

taking people

downtown

from

their

homes

in

the suburbs,

to their business, to theaters, to church, to school

and the countless other places they must go every day.
out such a system, no city can continue to live

—

let

Withalone

grow!

O

Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days

a year, an

army of

loyal workers stand steadfastly at their

posts safeguarding the transportation service of the City.

O

With

a keen sense of their responsibility,

SENTINELS

OMAHA

may

OF

SERVICE

labor

these loyal

steadfastly,

that

prosper and grow!

Omaha & Council Bluffs
Street

Railway Co.

Arthur C.

Thomsen
DISTRICT

JUDGE
Nebraska; age 50.
Resident of Omaha 47 years.
TJeut. Balloon Division,
Aviation section, 1917-18.
Nineteen years practice.
Five years instructor in law,
night law school, University

Born

in

Per'.

of

Omaha.

Now Dean

Law

Eighth
School.
as District Judge.

of

year

TOBACCO— CANDY—POCKET BILLIARDS
SNOOKER

Between Classes

—

MEET YOUR FRIENDS
AT

AMES
RECREATION PARLOR
2418

AMES

FLOYD BRACKNEY,

To The

Students

Proprietor

And Employees

Thanks!

Omaha "U"

students for your

loyalty to Ted's

Pen Shop

Of The University:
I

We

F YOU NEED A NEW FOUNTAIN PEN

are in business to render a

SHOP

service in providing at reasonable

F»EIVI

prices in a convenient location, the

ON 16™ STREET AT FAR NAM.
P ENS REPAIRED HERE

books and supplies which you need
in

"Greeting Cards for All Occasions"

your work.
SOLVE YOUR FOOD PROBLEMS

Thank you
the past.
will

for

Your

your patronage

AT

in

future patronage

GEO.

I.

ROSS

THRIFTY FOOD MARKET

be appreciated.

BUY-RITE
The Municipal
Book

University

Store

24th

FREE
DELIVERY

& Ames

Ave.

ALL PHONES
KE. 0402

DEPENDABILITY
The dependability
of

its

We

of a concern

is

indicated by the character

customers.

are proud to have been selected

versity of

Omaha

to print

by the Municipal Uni-

"The Tomahawk".

MAGIC CITY PRINTING COMPANY
Catalogs

Direct

Printing

Brochures

Advertising

Forms

Service

Lithographing
Systems

BETTER LIGHT
i

MEANS

BETTER SIGHT
^Eyesight is your most precious possession. Safeguard it now with I. E. S. (Illuminating Engineering Society) lamps. They provide the proper, well
modulated glow of light so necessary for the protection of good vision. Reading and studying will
become a pleasure and you'll wonder how you ever
got along with inadequate, obsolete lighting.

NEBRASKA POWER

CO.

YOUNG MAN!

STUDY LAW
When

deciding on a law school consider

The

University of

Omaha Law

School

Sunderland Bldg.

Four Year Course

—Evening Classes Downtown

For Further Information
Call

HERBERT W. FISCHER,
1300 First National

Secretary

Bank

Bldg.

Ja. 1966

For Delightful Parties

BUY

WONDER BREAD

Luncheons

— Teas — Dinners — Dances

SLO -BAKED
AND

HOSTESS CAKE
AT YOUR GROCERS

HOTEL PAXTON
ALL PUBLIC ROOMS AIR-CONDITIONED

3-C
SNOOKER & POCKET BILLIARDS
FOUNTAIN
1807

— LUNCH

FARNAM

C. C.

ST.

CANNAM

MUSIC IN MAIN DINING ROOM AT
LUNCHEON AND DINNER

We

wish to thank the

many

students for their patronage

and hope that we may have the pleasure
of serving

them

again.

MATSUO
The

Portrait Photographer

2404 Farnam

St.

Telephone Atlantic 4079

LARGER AND GREATER IN EVERYWAY!
A NEW IDEA EVERY WEEK
ALL PROFESSIONAL STAGE SHOWS

Jack Swanson
and

his

14
Master Musicians
Playing the numbers
you like the way you
want to hear them.

BALLROOM

VACATION

available for pri-

Where You Are Assured Of A

dances

vate
summer.
cooled.

gh

t

in the

ways Fresh Ar-

Modern
Grounds in

Most

ily

i

tesian Water.

OUTINGS
Omaha

Every Day and

new sand- bottom pool. Al-

Summer.

All air-

P

N

Delightfully Cool

the

throughout

SWIMMING

for

fam-

groups

school picnics.

or

The Park Management wishes

Omaha

to

thank

students for past patronage
and hop* that as future citizens of Omaha
they will continue to be our friends.
'IF

Compliments

Dancing
and
at its

Good Wishes

best—

with

ART RANDALL
and

of

his

ROYAL FONTENELLE ORCHESTRA
IN THE BEAUTIFUL

SILVER TERRACE

OMAHA TOWEL

SUPPLY

4322 North 24th Street

KARL HEUMANN,

Manager

Phone AT. 6226

PRINTING
LAW BRIEF AND COMMERCIAL PRINTERS

OMAHA LINO-SLUG

CO.

ALL YEAR

Phone JAckson 2265

=

SCHOOL OF BUSIN ESS
IN ITS 46th

418 South Fifteenth Street

We

VAN SANT
YEAR

— CO-EDUCATIONAL

DAY AND EVENING

have printed "The Gateway" far ten years.

—

Compliments of

J.

Entrance 205 So. 19th

PRINTING

IONE

C.

St.

DUFFY, Owner

—

A.

GROSS

End Your Shopping Worries By Opening An Account With Us

"YOUR UNITED FOOD STORE"

JA. 5890

Makers of Deep Etch Printing
Plates for High School
and College Annuals

Baker-Docherty Co.
Photo Engravers

OMAHA

What!

PARTY?

a
Compliments
of

OMAHA
SCHOOL SUPPLY
"Everything for Schools"

Omaha

1113-17 Nicholas St.

FAIRMONT'S
ICE

CREAM
of course

THE FAIRMONT CREAMERY CO.

WEbster
Plants,

FULL LINE OF

WEbster 4746

1795

Cut Flowers, Designs and Decorations

FOR CORSAGES

SLIDE RULES

Call

CHAS. EDERER

ARTIST'S

ENGINEER'S

FLORIST

and

ARCHITECT'S

MATERIALS

30th

&

Omaha. Nebr.

Bristol Sts.

SPECIAL SCHOOL DISCOUNTS

STANDARD

FOLLOW THE CROWD —

BLUE PRINT

TO THE

CO.

LIGHTHOUSE

1411

HARNEY

ST.

TAVERN

OMAHA, NEBR.

20TH & AMES

«

